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Drivetrain availability across the Sprinter range
Panel Van Cab Chassis Dual Cab Chassis

FWD RWD FWD RWD FWD RWD
SWB
311 CDi (84 kW) • - - - - -
314 CDi (105 kW) • - - - - -
MWB
311 CDi (84 kW) • • • - - -
314 CDi (105 kW) • • • - - -
316 CDi (120 kW) - • - • - •
319 CDi (140 kW) - • - - - -
411 CDi (84 kW) • • - - -
414 CDi (105 kW) • • • - - -
416 CDi (120 kW) - • - • - •
419 CDi (140 kW) - • - • - •
516 CDi (120 kW) - • - • - •
519 CDi (140 kW) - • - • - •
LWB
314 CDi (105 kW) - • - - - -
316 CDi (120 kW) - • - - - -
319 CDi (140 kW) - • - - - -
414 CDi (105 kW) - • - - - -
416 CDi (120 kW) - • - • - •
419 CDi (140 kW) - • - • - •
516 CDi (120 kW) - • - • - •
519 CDi (140 kW) - • - • - •
ELWB
316 CDi (120 kW) - • - - - -
416 CDi (120 kW) - • - - - -
516 CDi (120 kW) - • - - - -

Engine Specification

84 kW  (114hp) at 3800 rpm | 4 cylinders | Diesel2 | Engine OM651 | Twin-Turbocharged
Euro VI | 2143 cc | 300 Nm at 1,400-2,400 rpm | Fuel Tank Capacity 71l | Eco Gear 360 6-speed manual transmission (RWD)
84 kW  (114 hp) at 3800 rpm | 4 cylinders | Diesel2 | Engine OM651 | Single-Turbocharged 
Euro VI | 2143 cc | 300 Nm at 1200-2200 rpm | Fuel Tank Capacity 65l | 6-speed manual transmission (FWD)
105 kW  (143hp) at 3800 rpm | 4 cylinders | Diesel2 | Engine OM651 | Twin-Turbocharged 
Euro VI | 2143 cc | 330 Nm at 1200–2400 rpm | Fuel Tank Capacity 71l | Eco Gear 360 6-speed manual transmission (RWD)
105 kW  (143hp) at 3800 rpm | 4 cylinders | Diesel2 | Engine OM651 | Single-Turbocharged 
Euro VI | 2143 cc | 330 Nm at 1200–2400 rpm | Fuel Tank Capacity 65l | 6-speed manual transmission (FWD)
120 kW  (163hp) at 3800 rpm | 4 cylinders | Diesel2 | Engine OM651 | Twin-Turbocharged 
Euro VI | 2143 cc | 360 Nm at 1400–2400 rpm | Fuel Tank Capacity 71l | Eco Gear 360 6-speed manual transmission (RWD)
140 kW  (190hp) at 3800 rpm | 6 cylinders/V 72° | Diesel2 | Engine OM642 | Single-Turbocharged 
Euro VI | 2987 cc | 440 Nm at 1400–2400 rpm | Fuel Tank Capacity 71l | 7G- TRONIC automatic transmission (RWD)



Standard Equipment  Panel Van - FWD and RWD

Exterior
Radiator grille frame in vehicle colour 
Electrically foldable exterior mirrors
Exterior mirror heated and electrically adjustable
Side marker lights
Front mud flaps
Rear mud flaps
Window in tailgate / Rear hinged doors
Rear door step

 

Interior
Keyless Start
Paddle Gear Shifter (where applicable)
Entrance handle on RH rear corner pillar
Grab handles for driver's and co-driver's doors
Multifunction steering wheel
Height and rake adjustable steering wheel
MBUX multimedia system with 7-inch touch screen
Rear mirror inside
Shelf above windscreen
Cup holders front
Hinged lid for stowage compartment
Stowage compartment underneath cockpit
Heat-insulating glass with band filter on windscreen
Heated rear window (FWD only)
Air conditioning semi-autom. controlled TEMPMATIC
Instrument cluster with colour display
Overhead control panel with 2 reading lamps
Adjustable driver and passenger seat
Fabric Caluma black
Lashing eyelets

Safety
Active Brake Assist
Blind Spot Assist
Lane Keeping Assist
ATTENTION ASSIST
ADAPTIVE Electronic Stability Program (ESP9i) incorporates:
- Hill-Start Assist
- Acceleration Skid Control (ASR)
- Brake Assist (BAS)
- Anti-locking Braking System (ABS)
- Crosswind Assist 
- Electronic Brake Force Distribution (EBD)
- Brake Disc Wipers
- Electronic Brake Prefill
- Enhanced Understeer Control (EUC)
- Load Adaptive Control (LAC)
- Roll-Over Mitigation (ROM)
- Roll Movement Intervention (RMI)
- ESP Trailer Stabilisation (TSA)
- Easy Lane Change (ELC)
Reversing camera
Seat belt reminder for co-driver seat
Seat belt warning for driver's seat
Illumination for traffic driving on left
Headlight assistant
3rd brake light
Adaptive brake light
Cruise control
Airbag front driver and co-driver's seat
Windowbags for driver and co-driver
Daytime running lights

Technical
Heavy-duty battery
Pre-installations electrical system PSM
Terminal strip for electrical connection
Starting aid contact
Charging package dashboard
Multi-button radio remote control
Temperature indicator
Tank 65 Litre (FWD) | 71 Litre (RWD)
Filler cap diesel in red
Exhaust straight to chassis rear
Fuel filter with water separator
ECO start/stop function (not available on 6-cylinder models)
Longitudinal member reinforcement
6-speed manual transmission (FWD)
ECO Gear 360 6-speed manual transmission (RWD)
7G-TRONIC automatic transmission (319, 419, 519)
Engine Power take-off at front with carrier for additional  
refrigerant Compressor (RWD only)

Load
Electrical components for trailer socket
Sliding door left
Rear Barn Doors on ELWB
Towing eye rear (RWD)

Warranty
3 year/200,000km
24 hour roadside assist support package, see MBV
RoadCare booklet for full details
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Standard Equipment  Cab Chassis - FWD and RWD | Dual Cab Chassis - RWD

Exterior
Radiator grille frame in vehicle colour 
Electrically foldable exterior mirrors
Exterior mirror heated and electrically adjustable
Preparation for side marker lights
Front mud flaps
 

Interior
Keyless Start
Paddle Gear Shifter (where applicable)
Grab handles for driver's and co-driver's doors
Multifunction steering wheel
Height and rake adjustable steering wheel
MBUX multimedia system with 7-inch touch screen
Rear wall window
Rear mirror inside
Shelf above windscreen
Cup holders front
Hinged lid for stowage compartment
Stowage compartment underneath cockpit
Heat-insulating glass with band filter on windscreen
Air conditioning semi-autom. controlled TEMPMATIC
Instrument cluster with colour display
Overhead control panel with 2 reading lamps
Co-driver's seat double seat (Only on Cab Chassis)
Adjustable driver and passenger seat
Fabric Caluma black
Multifunction box on two-seater stowable (CC only)*

Safety
Active Brake Assist
Lane Keeping Assist
ATTENTION ASSIST
ADAPTIVE Electronic Stability Program (ESP9i) incorporates:
- Hill-Start Assist
- Acceleration Skid Control (ASR)
- Brake Assist (BAS)
- Anti-locking Braking System (ABS)
- Crosswind Assist 
- Electronic Brake Force Distribution (EBD)
- Brake Disc Wipers
- Electronic Brake Prefill
- Enhanced Understeer Control (EUC)
- Load Adaptive Control (LAC)
- Roll-Over Mitigation (ROM)
- Roll Movement Intervention (RMI)
- ESP Trailer Stabilisation (TSA)
- Easy Lane Change (ELC)
Multi-button radio remote control
Seat belt reminder for co-driver seat
Seat belt warning for driver's seat
Illumination for traffic driving on left
Headlight assistant
3rd brake light
Adaptive brake light
Cruise control
Airbag front driver and co-driver's seat
Windowbags for driver and co-driver
Daytime running lights

Technical
Heavy-duty battery
Pre-installations electrical system PSM
Terminal strip for electrical connection
Starting aid contact
Charging package dashboard
Provision electrics reversing aid
Temperature indicator
Tank 65 Litre (FWD) | 71 Litre (RWD)
Filler cap diesel in red
Fuel filter with water separator
ECO start/stop function (not available on 6-cylinder models)
Longitudinal member reinforcement
Spare wheel bracket below frame end
Spare wheel
6-speed manual transmission (FWD)
ECO Gear 360 6-speed manual transmission (RWD)
7G-TRONIC automatic transmission (419, 519)
Engine Power take-off at front with carrier for additional  
refrigerant Compressor (RWD only)

Load
Electrical components for trailer socket

Warranty
3 year/200,000km
24 hour roadside assist support package, see MBV
RoadCare booklet for full details
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Designation VS30 Sprinter
Body Style FWD Panel Van
Variant 311 SWB 314 SWB 311 MWB 314 MWB 411 MWB 414 MWB
Engine 651 651 651 651 651 651
Capacity 2143 2143 2143 2143 2143 2143
kW 84 105 84 105 84 105
Fuel Capacity 65 65 65 65 65 65
Length 5267 5267 5932 5932 5932 5932
Width 2020 2020 2020 2020 2020 2020
Height (std) 2356 2356 2351 2351 2383 2383
Cargo Vol. (std) 7.8 7.8 9.5 9.5 9.5 9.5
Height (D03) 2642 2642 2638 2638 2671 2671
Cargo Vol. (D03) 8.8 8.8 11 11 11 11
Clearance 143 143 143 143 176 176
Wheelbase 3259 3259 3924 3924 3924 3924
Overhang 996 996 996 996 996 996
Transmission 6MT 9AT 6MT 9AT 6MT 9AT 6MT 9AT 6MT 9AT 6MT 9AT
Maximum Towing 2000 2000 2000 2000 2000 2000 2000 2000 2000 2000 2000 2000
GCM1 5550 5550 5550 5550 5550 5550 5550 5550 5500 5500 5500 5500
GVM2 3550 3550 3550 3550 3550 3550 3550 3550 4100 4100 4100 4100
Front Axle Mass Limit3 1750 1750 1750 1750 1750 1750 1750 1750 2000 2000 2000 2000
Rear Axle Mass Limit 2100 2100 2100 2100 2100 2100 2100 2100 2430 2430 2430 2430
Payload4 1541 1523 1541 1523 1474 1456 1474 1456 2006 1988 2006 1988
Unladen Mass5 2009 2027 2009 2027 2076 2094 2076 2094 2094 2112 2094 2112
EU Kerb Mass6 2079 2097 2079 2097 2146 2164 2146 2164 2164 2182 2164 2182
Tare Mass7 1963 1981 1963 1981 2030 2048 2030 2048 2048 2066 2048 2066

Technical Data  FWD Panel Van | Euro VI | 3.55 - 4.10t
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Disclaimer
1 Gross Combination Mass (GCM) is the total permissible combined weight of the vehicle including occupants, fuel, cargo plus trailer being towed if any.
2 Gross Vehicle Mass (GVM) is the total permissible weight of the vehicle including occupants, fuel and cargo.
3 Front Axle Mass Limit without A50.
4 Payload = GVM - Unladen mass
⁵ Unladen mass = vehicle with all standard equipment, 100% fuel and no occupants
6 EU Kerb Mass = Mass of the unladen vehicle with a 75kg driver, 90% fuel and 100% of all other fluids
7 Tare Mass = 10 litres fuel, no occupants
Weights are intended as a guide only. For accuracy, the actual vehicle should always be weighed to determine the exact weight for the specifications 
ordered. Weight tolerance of +/- 5% in production, and additional weight of optional equipment must be taken in consideration.



Technical Data  RWD Panel Van | Euro VI | 3.55t
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Designation VS30 Sprinter 
Body Style Euro VI RWD Panel Van
Variant 311 MWB 314 MWB 316 MWB 319 MWB 314 LWB 316 LWB 319 LWB 316 EXL
Engine 651 651 651 642 651 651 642 651
Capacity 2143 2143 2143 2987 2143 2143 2987 2143
kW 84 105 120 140 105 120 140 120
Fuel Capacity 71 71 71 71 71 71 71 71
Length 5932 5932 5932 5932 6967 6967 6967 7367
Width 2020 2020 2020 2020 2020 2020 2020 2020
Height (std) 2331 2331 2331 2331 na na na na
Cargo Vol. m3 (std) 9 9 9 9 na na na na
Height (D03) 2620 2620 2620 2620 2616 2616 2616 2643
Cargo Vol. m3 (D03) 10.5 10.5 10.5 10.5 14 14 14 15.5
Height (D06) na na na na 2831 2831 2831 2855
Cargo Vol. m3 (D06) na na na na 15.5 15.5 15.5 17.0
Clearance 162 162 162 162 161 161 161 188
Wheelbase 3665 3665 3665 3665 4325 4325 4325 4325
Overhang 1246 1246 1246 1246 1621 1621 1621 2021
Transmission 6MT 7AT 6MT 7AT 6MT 7AT na 7AT 6MT 7AT 6MT 7AT na 7AT 6MT 7AT
Axle Ratio 4.182 4.182 3.923 3.923 3.923 3.692 na 3.692 3.923 3.923 3.923 3.692 na 3.692 3.923 3.692
Maximum Towing 2000 2000 2000 2000 2000 2000 na 2000 2000 2000 2000 2000 na 2000 2000 2000
GCM1 5550 5550 5550 5550 5550 5550 na 5550 5550 5550 5550 5550 na 5550 5550 5550
GVM2 3550 3550 3550 3550 3550 3550 na 3550 3550 3550 3550 3550 na 3550 3550 3550
Front Axle Mass Limit3 1650 1650 1650 1650 1650 1650 na 1650 1650 1650 1650 1650 na 1650 1650 1650
Rear Axle Mass Limit 2250 2250 2250 2250 2250 2250 na 2250 2250 2250 2250 2250 na 2250 2250 2250
Payload4 1398 1380 1398 1380 1398 1380 na 1356 1219 1201 1219 1201 na 1177 1172 1154
Unladen Mass5 2152 2170 2152 2170 2152 2170 na 2194 2331 2349 2331 2349 na 2373 2378 2396
EU Kerb Mass6 2221 2239 2221 2239 2221 2239 na 2263 2400 2418 2400 2418 na 2442 2447 2465
Tare Mass7 2101 2119 2101 2119 2101 2119 na 2143 2280 2298 2280 2298 na 2322 2327 2345

Disclaimer
1 Gross Combination Mass (GCM) is the total permissible combined weight of the vehicle including occupants, fuel, cargo plus trailer being towed if any.
2 Gross Vehicle Mass (GVM) is the total permissible weight of the vehicle including occupants, fuel and cargo.
3 Front Axle Mass Limit without A50.
4 Payload = GVM - Unladen mass
⁵ Unladen mass = vehicle with all standard equipment, 100% fuel and no occupants
6 EU Kerb Mass = Mass of the unladen vehicle with a 75kg driver, 90% fuel and 100% of all other fluids
7 Tare Mass = 10 litres fuel, no occupants
Weights are intended as a guide only. For accuracy, the actual vehicle should always be weighed to determine the exact weight for the specifications 
ordered. Weight tolerance of +/- 5% in production, and additional weight of optional equipment must be taken in consideration.

NOTE:  
Mass variations (mass ranges provided depend upon individual model - see your dealer for more information if required)
All-wheel drive option increases kerb mass by 140-200 kg.
All-wheel drive option decreases payload by 140-200 kg.



NOTE:  
Mass variations (mass ranges provided depend upon individual model - see your dealer for more information if required)
All-wheel drive option increases kerb mass by 140-200 kg.
All-wheel drive option decreases payload by 140-200 kg.

Technical Data  RWD Panel Van | Euro VI | 4.10t
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Designation VS30 Sprinter 
Body Style Euro VI RWD Panel Van
Variant 414 MWB 416 MWB 419 MWB 414 LWB 416 LWB 419 LWB 416 EXL
Engine 651 651 642 651 651 642 651
Capacity 2143 2143 2987 2143 2143 2987 2143
kW 105 120 140 105 120 140 120
Fuel Capacity 71 71 71 71 71 71 71
Length 5932 5932 5932 6967 6967 6967 7367
Width 2020 2020 2020 2020 2020 2020 2020
Height (std) 2378 2378 2378 na na na na
Cargo Vol. m3 (std) 9 9 9 na na na na
Height (D03) 2667 2667 2667 2663 2663 2663 2662
Cargo Vol. m3 (D03) 10.5 10.5 10.5 14 14 14 15.5
Height (D06) na na na 2878 2878 2878 2873
Cargo Vol. m3 (D06) na na na 15.5 15.5 15.5 17.0
Clearance 163 163 163 163 163 163 162
Wheelbase 3665 3665 3665 4325 4325 4325 4325
Overhang 1246 1246 1246 1621 1621 1621 2021
Transmission 6MT 7AT 6MT 7AT na 7AT 6MT 7AT 6MT 7AT na 7AT 6MT 7AT
Axle Ratio 4.182 3.923 3.923 3.692 na 3.692 4.182 3.923 3.923 3.692 na 3.692 3.923 3.692
Maximum Towing 2000 2000 2000 2000 na 2000 2000 2000 2000 2000 na 2000 2000 2000
GCM1 6100 5500 5500 5500 na 6100 6100 5500 5500 5500 na 6100 5500 5500
GVM2 4100 4100 4100 4100 na 4100 4100 4100 4100 4100 na 4100 4100 4100
Front Axle Mass Limit3 1860 1860 1860 1860 na 1860 1860 1860 1860 1860 na 1860 1860 1860
Rear Axle Mass Limit 2430 2430 2430 2430 na 2430 2430 2430 2430 2430 na 2430 2430 2430
Payload4 1939 1921 1939 1921 na 1897 1760 1742 1760 1742 na 1718 1713 1695
Unladen Mass5 2161 2179 2161 2179 na 2203 2340 2358 2340 2358 na 2382 2387 2405
EU Kerb Mass6 2230 2248 2230 2248 na 2272 2409 2427 2409 2427 na 2451 2456 2474
Tare Mass7 2110 2128 2110 2128 na 2152 2289 2307 2289 2307 na 2331 2336 2354

Disclaimer
1 Gross Combination Mass (GCM) is the total permissible combined weight of the vehicle including occupants, fuel, cargo plus trailer being towed if any.
2 Gross Vehicle Mass (GVM) is the total permissible weight of the vehicle including occupants, fuel and cargo.
3 Front Axle Mass Limit without A50.
4 Payload = GVM - Unladen mass
⁵ Unladen mass = vehicle with all standard equipment, 100% fuel and no occupants
6 EU Kerb Mass = Mass of the unladen vehicle with a 75kg driver, 90% fuel and 100% of all other fluids
7 Tare Mass = 10 litres fuel, no occupants
Weights are intended as a guide only. For accuracy, the actual vehicle should always be weighed to determine the exact weight for the specifications 
ordered. Weight tolerance of +/- 5% in production, and additional weight of optional equipment must be taken in consideration.
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Technical Data  RWD Panel Van | Euro VI | 4.49t

Designation VS30 Sprinter 4.49t 
Body Style Euro VI RWD Panel Van
Variant 516 MWB 519 MWB 516 LWB 519 LWB 516 EXL
Engine 651 642 651 642 651
Capacity 2143 2987 2143 2987 2143
kW 120 140 120 140 120
Fuel Capacity 71 71 71 71 71
Length 5932 5932 6967 6967 7367
Width 2020 2020 2020 2020 2020
Height (std) 2422 2422 na na na
Cargo Vol. m3 (std) 8.9 8.9 na na na
Height (D03) 2710 2706 2706 2706 2703
Cargo Vol. m3 (D03) 10.4 10.4 13.9 13.9 15.4
Height (D06) na na 2917 2917 2912
Cargo Vol. m3 (D06) na na 15.4 15.4 16.9
Clearance 176 176 176 176 176
Wheelbase 3665 3665 4325 4325 4325
Overhang 1246 1246 1621 1621 2021
Transmission 6MT 7AT na 7AT 6MT 7AT na 7AT 6MT 7AT
Axle Ratio 4.182 4.182 na 3.923 4.182 4.182 na 3.923 4.182 4.182
Maximum Towing 3500 3500 na 3500 3500 3500 na 3500 3500 3500
GCM1 6490 6490 na 6490 6490 6490 na 6490 6490 6490
GVM2 4490 4490 na 4490 4490 4490 na 4490 4490 4490
Front Axle Mass Limit3 1850 1850 na 1850 1850 1850 na 1850 1850 1850
Rear Axle Mass Limit 3200 3200 na 3200 3200 3200 na 3200 3200 3200
Payload4 2145 2127 na 2103 1953 1935 na 1911 1916 1898
Unladen Mass5 2345 2363 na 2387 2537 2555 na 2579 2574 2592
EU Kerb Mass6 2414 2432 na 2456 2606 2624 na 2648 2643 2661
Tare Mass7 2294 2312 na 2336 2486 2504 na 2528 2523 2541

NOTE:  
Mass variations (mass ranges provided depend upon individual model - see your dealer for more information if required)
All-wheel drive option increases kerb mass by 140-200 kg.
All-wheel drive option decreases payload by 140-200 kg.

Disclaimer
1 Gross Combination Mass (GCM) is the total permissible combined weight of the vehicle including occupants, fuel, cargo plus trailer being towed if any.
2 Gross Vehicle Mass (GVM) is the total permissible weight of the vehicle including occupants, fuel and cargo.
3 Front Axle Mass Limit without A50.
4 Payload = GVM - Unladen mass
⁵ Unladen mass = vehicle with all standard equipment, 100% fuel and no occupants
6 EU Kerb Mass = Mass of the unladen vehicle with a 75kg driver, 90% fuel and 100% of all other fluids
7 Tare Mass = 10 litres fuel, no occupants
Weights are intended as a guide only. For accuracy, the actual vehicle should always be weighed to determine the exact weight for the specifications 
ordered. Weight tolerance of +/- 5% in production, and additional weight of optional equipment must be taken in consideration.
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Technical Data  RWD Panel Van | Euro VI | 5.0t

Designation VS30 Sprinter HD 5.0t
Body Style Euro VI RWD Panel Van
Variant 516 MWB 519 MWB 516 LWB 519 LWB
Engine 651 642 651 642
Capacity 2143 2987 2143 2987
kW 120 140 120 140
Fuel Capacity 71 71 71 71
Length 5932 5932 6967 6967
Width 2020 2020 2020 2020
Height (std) 2422 2422 na na
Cargo Vol. m3 (std) 8.9 8.9 na na
Height (D03) 2710 2706 2706 2706
Cargo Vol. m3 (D03) 10.4 10.4 13.9 13.9
Height (D06) na na 2917 2917
Cargo Vol. m3 (D06) na na 15.4 15.4
Clearance 176 176 176 176
Wheelbase 3665 3665 4325 4325
Overhang 1246 1246 1621 1621
Transmission 6MT 7AT na 7AT 6MT 7AT na 7AT
Axle Ratio 4.182 4.182 na 3.923 4.182 4.182 na 3.923
Maximum Towing 3500 3500 na 3500 3500 3500 na 3500
GCM1 7000 7000 na 7000 7000 7000 na 7000
GVM2 5000 5000 na 5000 5000 5000 na 5000
Front Axle Mass Limit3 1850 1850 na 1850 1850 1850 na 1850
Rear Axle Mass Limit 3500 3500 na 3500 3500 3500 na 3500
Payload4 2655 2637 na 2613 2463 2445 na 2421
Unladen Mass5 2345 2363 na 2387 2537 2555 na 2579
EU Kerb Mass6 2414 2432 na 2456 2606 2624 na 2648
Tare Mass7 2294 2312 na 2336 2486 2504 na 2528

NOTE:  
Mass variations (mass ranges provided depend upon individual model - see your dealer for more information if required)
All-wheel drive option increases kerb mass by 140-200 kg.
All-wheel drive option decreases payload by 140-200 kg.

Disclaimer
1 Gross Combination Mass (GCM) is the total permissible combined weight of the vehicle including occupants, fuel, cargo plus trailer being towed if any.
2 Gross Vehicle Mass (GVM) is the total permissible weight of the vehicle including occupants, fuel and cargo.
3 Front Axle Mass Limit without A50.
4 Payload = GVM - Unladen mass
⁵ Unladen mass = vehicle with all standard equipment, 100% fuel and no occupants
6 EU Kerb Mass = Mass of the unladen vehicle with a 75kg driver, 90% fuel and 100% of all other fluids
7 Tare Mass = 10 litres fuel, no occupants
Weights are intended as a guide only. For accuracy, the actual vehicle should always be weighed to determine the exact weight for the specifications 
ordered. Weight tolerance of +/- 5% in production, and additional weight of optional equipment must be taken in consideration.
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Technical Data  FWD Cab Chassis | Euro VI | 3.55 - 4.10t

Cab Chassis | Technical Data

Designation VS30 Sprinter
Body Style FWD Single Cab Chassis
Variant 311 MWB 314 MWB 411 MWB 414 MWB
Engine 651 651 651 651
Capacity 2143 2143 2143 2143
kW 84 105 84 105
Fuel Capacity 65 65 65 65
Length 5986 5986 6094 6094
Width 2020 2020 2020 2020
Height (std) 2292 2292 2332 2332
Clearance 143 143 172 172
Wheelbase 3924 3924 3924 3924
Overhang 1050 1050 1158 1158
Transmission 6MT 9AT 6MT 9AT 6MT 9AT 6MT 9AT
Maximum Towing 2000 2000 2000 2000 2000 2000 2000 2000
GCM1 5550 5550 5550 5550 5500 5500 5500 5500
GVM2 3550 3550 3550 3550 4100 4100 4100 4100
Front Axle Mass Limit3 1750 1750 1750 1750 2000 2000 2000 2000
Rear Axle Mass Limit 2100 2100 2100 2100 2430 2430 2430 2430
Payload4 1749 1731 1749 1731 2280 2262 2280 2262
Unladen Mass5 1801 1819 1801 1819 1820 1838 1820 1838
EU Kerb Mass6 1871 1889 1871 1889 1890 1908 1890 1908
Tare Mass7 1755 1773 1755 1773 1774 1792 1774 1792
Body Style FWD Single Cab with Tray
Length 6146 6146 6146 6146
Width 2099 2099 2099 2099
Height (std) 2266 2266 2305 2305
Overhang 1210 1210 1210 1210

NOTE:  
Mass variations (mass ranges provided depend upon individual model - see your dealer for more information if required) 
Factory Tray option increases kerb mass by 300-400 kg.
Factory Tray option decreases payload by 300-400 kg.

Disclaimer
1 Gross Combination Mass (GCM) is the total permissible combined weight of the vehicle including occupants, fuel, cargo plus trailer being towed if any.
2 Gross Vehicle Mass (GVM) is the total permissible weight of the vehicle including occupants, fuel and cargo.
3 Front Axle Mass Limit without A50.
4 Payload = GVM - Unladen mass
⁵ Unladen mass = vehicle with all standard equipment, 100% fuel and no occupants
6 EU Kerb Mass = Mass of the unladen vehicle with a 75kg driver, 90% fuel and 100% of all other fluids
7 Tare Mass = 10 litres fuel, no occupants
Weights are intended as a guide only. For accuracy, the actual vehicle should always be weighed to determine the exact weight for the specifications 
ordered. Weight tolerance of +/- 5% in production, and additional weight of optional equipment must be taken in consideration.
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NOTE:  
Mass variations (mass ranges provided depend upon individual model - see your dealer for more information if required)
Factory Tray option increases kerb mass by 300-500 kg.
Factory Tray option decreases payload by 300-500 kg.
All-wheel drive option increases kerb mass by 140-200 kg.
All-wheel drive option decreases payload by 140-200 kg.

Technical Data  RWD Cab Chassis | Euro VI | 3.55 - 4.10t

Designation VS30 Sprinter
Body Style RWD Single Cab Chassis
Variant 316 MWB 416 MWB 419 MWB 416 LWB 419 LWB
Engine 651 651 642 651 642
Capacity 2143 2143 2987 2143 2987
kW 120 120 140 120 140
Fuel Capacity 71 71 71 71 71
Length 5886 5956 5956 6766 6766
Width 2020 2020 2020 2020 2020
Height 2318 2329 2329 2321 2321
Clearance 188 163 163 163 163
Wheelbase 3665 3665 3665 4325 4325
Overhang 1200 1270 1270 1420 1420
Transmission 6MT 7AT 6MT 7AT na 7AT 6MT 7AT na 7AT
Axle Ratio 3.923 3.692 3.923 3.692 na 3.692 3.923 3.692 na 3.692
Maximum Towing 2000 2000 2000 2000 na 2000 2000 2000 na 2000
GCM1 5550 5550 5500 5500 na 6100 5500 5500 na 6100
GVM2 3550 3550 4100 4100 na 4100 4100 4100 na 4100
Front Axle Mass Limit3 1650 1650 1860 1860 na 1860 1860 1860 na 1860
Rear Axle Mass Limit 2250 2250 2430 2430 na 2430 2430 2430 na 2430
Payload4 1675 1657 2217 2199 na 2175 2184 2166 na 2142
Unladen Mass5 1875 1893 1883 1901 na 1925 1916 1934 na 1958
EU Kerb Mass6 1944 1962 1952 1970 na 1994 1985 2003 na 2027
Tare Mass7 1824 1842 1832 1850 na 1874 1865 1883 na 1907
Body Style RWD Single Cab with Tray
Length 6046 6046 6046 6946 6946
Width 2099 2099 2099 2099 2099
Height (std) 2320 2329 2329 2318 2318
Overhang 1360 1360 1360 1600 1600

Disclaimer
1 Gross Combination Mass (GCM) is the total permissible combined weight of the vehicle including occupants, fuel, cargo plus trailer being towed if any.
2 Gross Vehicle Mass (GVM) is the total permissible weight of the vehicle including occupants, fuel and cargo.
3 Front Axle Mass Limit without A50.
4 Payload = GVM - Unladen mass
⁵ Unladen mass = vehicle with all standard equipment, 100% fuel and no occupants
6 EU Kerb Mass = Mass of the unladen vehicle with a 75kg driver, 90% fuel and 100% of all other fluids
7 Tare Mass = 10 litres fuel, no occupants
Weights are intended as a guide only. For accuracy, the actual vehicle should always be weighed to determine the exact weight for the specifications 
ordered. Weight tolerance of +/- 5% in production, and additional weight of optional equipment must be taken in consideration.
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Technical Data  RWD Cab Chassis | Euro VI | 4.49t

NOTE:  
Mass variations (mass ranges provided depend upon individual model - see your dealer for more information if required)
Factory Tray option increases kerb mass by 300-500 kg.
Factory Tray option decreases payload by 300-500 kg.
All-wheel drive option increases kerb mass by 140-200 kg.
All-wheel drive option decreases payload by 140-200 kg.

Designation VS30 Sprinter
Body Style RWD Single Cab Chassis
Variant 516 MWB 519 MWB 516 LWB 519 LWB
Engine 651 642 651 642
Capacity 2143 2987 2143 2987
kW 120 140 120 140
Fuel Capacity 71 71 71 71
Length 6104 6104 6864 6864
Width 2020 2020 2020 2020
Height 2360 2360 2351 2351
Clearance 176 176 176 176
Wheelbase 3665 3665 4325 4325
Overhang 1418 1418 1518 1518
Transmission 6MT 7AT na 7AT 6MT 7AT na 7AT
Axle Ratio 4.182 4.182 na 3.923 4.182 4.182 na 3.923
Maximum Towing 3500 3500 na 3500 3500 3500 na 3500
GCM1 6490 6490 na 6490 6490 6490 na 6490
GVM2 4490 4490 na 4490 4490 4490 na 4490
Front Axle Mass Limit3 1850 1850 na 1850 1850 1850 na 1850
Rear Axle Mass Limit 3200 3200 na 3200 3200 3200 na 3200
Payload4 2417 2399 na 2375 2379 2361 na 2337
Unladen Mass5 2073 2091 na 2115 2111 2129 na 2153
EU Kerb Mass6 2142 2160 na 2184 2180 2198 na 2222
Tare Mass7 2022 2040 na 2064 2060 2078 na 2102
Body Style RWD Single Cab with Tray
Length 6246 6246 6946 6946
Width 2199 2199 2199 2199
Height (std) 2348 2348 2337 2337
Overhang 1560 1560 1600 1600

Disclaimer
1 Gross Combination Mass (GCM) is the total permissible combined weight of the vehicle including occupants, fuel, cargo plus trailer being towed if any.
2 Gross Vehicle Mass (GVM) is the total permissible weight of the vehicle including occupants, fuel and cargo.
3 Front Axle Mass Limit without A50.
4 Payload = GVM - Unladen mass
⁵ Unladen mass = vehicle with all standard equipment, 100% fuel and no occupants
6 EU Kerb Mass = Mass of the unladen vehicle with a 75kg driver, 90% fuel and 100% of all other fluids
7 Tare Mass = 10 litres fuel, no occupants
Weights are intended as a guide only. For accuracy, the actual vehicle should always be weighed to determine the exact weight for the specifications 
ordered. Weight tolerance of +/- 5% in production, and additional weight of optional equipment must be taken in consideration.
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NOTE:  
Mass variations (mass ranges provided depend upon individual model - see your dealer for more information if required)
Factory Tray option increases kerb mass by 300-500 kg.
Factory Tray option decreases payload by 300-500 kg.
All-wheel drive option increases kerb mass by 140-200 kg.
All-wheel drive option decreases payload by 140-200 kg.

Designation VS30 Sprinter
Body Style RWD Single Cab Chassis
Variant 516 MWB 519 MWB 516 LWB 519 LWB
Engine 651 642 651 642
Capacity 2143 2987 2143 2987
kW 120 140 120 140
Fuel Capacity 71 71 71 71
Length 6104 6104 6864 6864
Width 2020 2020 2020 2020
Height 2360 2360 2351 2351
Clearance 176 176 176 176
Wheelbase 3665 3665 4325 4325
Overhang 1418 1418 1518 1518
Transmission 6MT 7AT na 7AT 6MT 7AT na 7AT
Axle Ratio 4.182 4.182 na 3.923 4.182 4.182 na 3.923
Maximum Towing 3500 3500 na 3500 3500 3500 na 3500
GCM1 7000 7000 na 7000 7000 7000 na 7000
GVM2 5000 5000 na 5000 5000 5000 na 5000
Front Axle Mass Limit3 1850 1850 na 1850 1850 1850 na 1850
Rear Axle Mass Limit 3500 3500 na 3500 3500 3500 na 3500
Payload4 2927 2909 na 2885 2889 2871 na 2847
Unladen Mass5 2073 2091 na 2115 2111 2129 na 2153
EU Kerb Mass6 2142 2160 na 2184 2180 2198 na 2222
Tare Mass7 2022 2040 na 2064 2060 2078 na 2102
Body Style RWD Single Cab with Tray
Length 6246 6246 6946 6946
Width 2199 2199 2199 2199
Height (std) 2348 2348 2337 2337
Overhang 1560 1560 1600 1600

Technical Data  RWD Cab Chassis | Euro VI | 5.0t

Disclaimer
1 Gross Combination Mass (GCM) is the total permissible combined weight of the vehicle including occupants, fuel, cargo plus trailer being towed if any.
2 Gross Vehicle Mass (GVM) is the total permissible weight of the vehicle including occupants, fuel and cargo.
3 Front Axle Mass Limit without A50.
4 Payload = GVM - Unladen mass
⁵ Unladen mass = vehicle with all standard equipment, 100% fuel and no occupants
6 EU Kerb Mass = Mass of the unladen vehicle with a 75kg driver, 90% fuel and 100% of all other fluids
7 Tare Mass = 10 litres fuel, no occupants
Weights are intended as a guide only. For accuracy, the actual vehicle should always be weighed to determine the exact weight for the specifications 
ordered. Weight tolerance of +/- 5% in production, and additional weight of optional equipment must be taken in consideration.
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Technical Data  RWD Dual Cab Chassis | Euro VI | 3.55 - 4.10t

Designation VS30 Sprinter
Body Style RWD Dual Cab Chassis
Variant 316 MWB 416 MWB 419 MWB 416 LWB 419 LWB
Engine 651 651 642 651 642
Capacity 2143 2143 2987 2143 2987
kW 120 120 140 120 140
Fuel Capacity 71 71 71 71 71
Length 5886 5956 5956 6766 6766
Width 2020 2020 2020 2020 2020
Height 2311 2323 2323 2313 2313
Clearance 188 163 163 163 163
Wheelbase 3665 3665 3665 4325 4325
Overhang 1200 1270 1270 1420 1420
Transmission 6MT 7AT 6MT 7AT na 7AT 6MT 7AT na 7AT
Axle Ratio 3.923 3.692 3.923 3.692 na 3.692 3.923 3.692 na 3.923
Maximum Towing 2000 2000 2000 2000 na 2000 2000 2000 na 2000
GCM1 5550 5550 5500 5500 na 6100 5500 5500 na 6100
GVM2 3550 3550 4100 4100 na 4100 4100 4100 na 4100
Front Axle Mass Limit3 1650 1650 1860 1860 na 1860 1860 1860 na 1860
Rear Axle Mass Limit 2250 2250 2430 2430 na 2430 2430 2430 na 2430
Payload4 1488 1470 2030 2012 na 1988 2008 1990 na 1966
Unladen Mass5 2062 2080 2070 2088 na 2112 2092 2110 na 2134
EU Kerb Mass6 2131 2149 2139 2157 na 2181 2161 2179 na 2203
Tare Mass7 2011 2029 2019 2037 na 2061 2041 2059 na 2083
Body Style RWD Dual Cab Chassis with Tray
Length 6156 6156 6156 6856 6856
Width 2099 2099 2099 2099 2099
Height (std) 2315 2324 2324 2312 2312
Overhang 1470 1470 1470 1510 1510

NOTE:  
Mass variations (mass ranges provided depend upon individual model - see your dealer for more information if required)
Factory Tray option increases kerb mass by 300-500 kg.
Factory Tray option decreases payload by 300-500 kg.
All-wheel drive option increases kerb mass by 140-200 kg.
All-wheel drive option decreases payload by 140-200 kg.

Disclaimer
1 Gross Combination Mass (GCM) is the total permissible combined weight of the vehicle including occupants, fuel, cargo plus trailer being towed if any.
2 Gross Vehicle Mass (GVM) is the total permissible weight of the vehicle including occupants, fuel and cargo.
3 Front Axle Mass Limit without A50.
4 Payload = GVM - Unladen mass
⁵ Unladen mass = vehicle with all standard equipment, 100% fuel and no occupants
6 EU Kerb Mass = Mass of the unladen vehicle with a 75kg driver, 90% fuel and 100% of all other fluids
7 Tare Mass = 10 litres fuel, no occupants
Weights are intended as a guide only. For accuracy, the actual vehicle should always be weighed to determine the exact weight for the specifications 
ordered. Weight tolerance of +/- 5% in production, and additional weight of optional equipment must be taken in consideration.
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NOTE:  
Mass variations (mass ranges provided depend upon individual model - see your dealer for more information if required)
Factory Tray option increases kerb mass by 300-500 kg.
Factory Tray option decreases payload by 300-500 kg.
All-wheel drive option increases kerb mass by 140-200 kg.
All-wheel drive option decreases payload by 140-200 kg.

Technical Data  RWD Dual Cab Chassis | Euro VI | 4.49t

Designation VS30 Sprinter
Body Style RWD Dual Cab Chassis
Variant 516 MWB 519 MWB 516 LWB 519 LWB
Engine 651 642 651 642
Capacity 2143 2987 2143 2987
kW 120 140 120 140
Fuel Capacity 71 71 71 71
Length 6104 6104 6864 6864
Width 2020 2020 2020 2020
Height 2358 2358 2345 2345
Clearance 176 176 176 176
Wheelbase 3665 3665 4325 4325
Overhang 1418 1418 1518 1518
Transmission 6MT 7AT na 7AT 6MT 7AT na 7AT
Axle Ratio 4.182 4.182 na 3.923 4.182 4.182 na 3.923
Maximum Towing 3500 3500 na 3500 3500 3500 na 3500
GCM1 6490 6490 na 6490 6490 6490 na 6490
GVM2 4490 4490 na 4490 4490 4490 na 4490
Front Axle Mass Limit3 1850 1850 na 1850 1850 1850 na 1850
Rear Axle Mass Limit 3200 3200 na 3200 3200 3200 na 3200
Payload4 2245 2227 na 2203 2207 2189 na 2165
Unladen Mass5 2245 2263 na 2287 2283 2301 na 2325
EU Kerb Mass6 2314 2332 na 2356 2352 2370 na 2394
Tare Mass7 2194 2212 na 2236 2232 2250 na 2274
Body Style RWD Dual Cab Chassis with Tray
Length 6156 6156 7056 7056
Width 2199 2199 2199 2199
Height (std) 2345 2345 2345 2345
Overhang 1470 1470 1710 1710

Disclaimer
1 Gross Combination Mass (GCM) is the total permissible combined weight of the vehicle including occupants, fuel, cargo plus trailer being towed if any.
2 Gross Vehicle Mass (GVM) is the total permissible weight of the vehicle including occupants, fuel and cargo.
3 Front Axle Mass Limit without A50.
4 Payload = GVM - Unladen mass
⁵ Unladen mass = vehicle with all standard equipment, 100% fuel and no occupants
6 EU Kerb Mass = Mass of the unladen vehicle with a 75kg driver, 90% fuel and 100% of all other fluids
7 Tare Mass = 10 litres fuel, no occupants
Weights are intended as a guide only. For accuracy, the actual vehicle should always be weighed to determine the exact weight for the specifications 
ordered. Weight tolerance of +/- 5% in production, and additional weight of optional equipment must be taken in consideration.
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Technical Data  RWD Dual Cab Chassis | Euro VI | 5.0t

NOTE:  
Mass variations (mass ranges provided depend upon individual model - see your dealer for more information if required)
Factory Tray option increases kerb mass by 300-500 kg.
Factory Tray option decreases payload by 300-500 kg.
All-wheel drive option increases kerb mass by 140-200 kg.
All-wheel drive option decreases payload by 140-200 kg.

Disclaimer
1 Gross Combination Mass (GCM) is the total permissible combined weight of the vehicle including occupants, fuel, cargo plus trailer being towed if any.
2 Gross Vehicle Mass (GVM) is the total permissible weight of the vehicle including occupants, fuel and cargo.
3 Front Axle Mass Limit without A50.
4 Payload = GVM - Unladen mass
⁵ Unladen mass = vehicle with all standard equipment, 100% fuel and no occupants
6 EU Kerb Mass = Mass of the unladen vehicle with a 75kg driver, 90% fuel and 100% of all other fluids
7 Tare Mass = 10 litres fuel, no occupants
Weights are intended as a guide only. For accuracy, the actual vehicle should always be weighed to determine the exact weight for the specifications 
ordered. Weight tolerance of +/- 5% in production, and additional weight of optional equipment must be taken in consideration.

Designation VS30 Sprinter HD
Body Style RWD Dual Cab Chassis
Variant 516 MWB 519 MWB 516 LWB 519 LWB
Engine 651 642 651 642
Capacity 2143 2987 2143 2987
kW 120 140 120 140
Fuel Capacity 71 71 71 71
Length 6104 6104 6864 6864
Width 2020 2020 2020 2020
Height 2358 2358 2345 2345
Clearance 176 176 176 176
Wheelbase 3665 3665 4325 4325
Overhang 1418 1418 1518 1518
Transmission 6MT 7AT na 7AT 6MT 7AT na 7AT
Axle Ratio 4.182 4.182 na 3.923 4.182 4.182 na 3.923
Maximum Towing 3500 3500 na 3500 3500 3500 na 3500
GCM1 7000 7000 na 7000 7000 7000 na 7000
GVM2 5000 5000 na 5000 5000 5000 na 5000
Front Axle Mass Limit3 1850 1850 na 1850 1850 1850 na 1850
Rear Axle Mass Limit 3500 3500 na 3500 3500 3500 na 3500
Payload4 2755 2737 na 2713 2717 2699 na 2675
Unladen Mass5 2245 2263 na 2287 2283 2301 na 2325
EU Kerb Mass6 2314 2332 na 2356 2352 2370 na 2394
Tare Mass7 2194 2212 na 2236 2232 2250 na 2274
Body Style RWD Dual Cab Chassis with Tray
Length 6156 6156 7056 7056
Width 2199 2199 2199 2199
Height (std) 2345 2345 2345 2345
Overhang 1470 1470 1710 1710
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Technical Drawings  Panel Van - Short Wheelbase

We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither 
be copied nor passed on to any third person.  
 
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.

- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable 
for homologation after the body has been mounted.

- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis 

configuration of your order.
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).

Panel van
A1LH1/FWD 4x2/3500

910631 09.08.2018

D93 omission of partition
MR6 low-emissions vehicle Euro 6c Gr. III
S02 driver seat
S04 adjustable co-drivers seat
T16 sliding door, right
T19 sliding door, left
XZ0 model generation

N/A
7,8

12,2
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1750
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Optional equipment: Important notes:

Front axle
Rear axle

225/65 R16C
Base tyres:

225/65 R16C

143
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344
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3500

Cargo volume [m³]
Cargo area [m²]

Gross vehicle weight [kg]

Luggage volume [l]

Dimensions & weights:

Permissable rear axle load [kg]
Permissable front axle load [kg]

Luggage area [m²]

Turning clearance circle - curb to curb [m]

Minimal ground clearance [mm]
Rear lift in height [mm]

Vehicle height [mm]

Driver‘s door step height [mm]
Side cargo step height [mm]

We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither 
be copied nor passed on to any third person.  
 
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.

- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable 
for homologation after the body has been mounted.

- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis 

configuration of your order.
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).
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910631 09.08.2018

D03 high roof
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MR6 low-emissions vehicle Euro 6c Gr. III
S02 driver seat
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T16 sliding door, right
T19 sliding door, left
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Driver‘s door step height [mm]
Side cargo step height [mm]

We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither 
be copied nor passed on to any third person.  
 
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.

- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable 
for homologation after the body has been mounted.

- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis 

configuration of your order.
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).
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We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither 
be copied nor passed on to any third person.  
 
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.

- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable 
for homologation after the body has been mounted.

- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis 

configuration of your order.
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).
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We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither 
be copied nor passed on to any third person.  
 
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.

- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable 
for homologation after the body has been mounted.

- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis 

configuration of your order.
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).
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We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither 
be copied nor passed on to any third person.  
 
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.

- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable 
for homologation after the body has been mounted.

- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis 

configuration of your order.
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).
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Note: Drawings are general arrangement drawings only and should not relay upon. Contact your local dealer if you require more specific information.



Technical Drawings  Panel Van - Medium Wheelbase

We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither 
be copied nor passed on to any third person.  
 
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.

- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable 
for homologation after the body has been mounted.

- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis 

configuration of your order.
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).
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We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither 
be copied nor passed on to any third person.  
 
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.

- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable 
for homologation after the body has been mounted.

- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis 

configuration of your order.
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).
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We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither 
be copied nor passed on to any third person.  
 
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.

- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable 
for homologation after the body has been mounted.

- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis 

configuration of your order.
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).
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We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither 
be copied nor passed on to any third person.  
 
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.

- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable 
for homologation after the body has been mounted.

- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis 

configuration of your order.
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).
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- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
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- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).
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Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.

- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable 
for homologation after the body has been mounted.

- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis 

configuration of your order.
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 
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- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis 

configuration of your order.
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).
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Technical Drawings  Panel Van - Medium Wheelbase

Note: Drawings are general arrangement drawings only and should not relay upon. Contact your local dealer if you require more specific information.
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Note: Drawings are general arrangement drawings only and should not relay upon. Contact your local dealer if you require more specific information.

Technical Drawings  Panel Van - Long Wheelbase

We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither 
be copied nor passed on to any third person.  
 
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.

- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable 
for homologation after the body has been mounted.

- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis 

configuration of your order.
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).
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We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither 
be copied nor passed on to any third person.  
 
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.

- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable 
for homologation after the body has been mounted.

- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis 

configuration of your order.
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).
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We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither 
be copied nor passed on to any third person.  
 
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.

- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable 
for homologation after the body has been mounted.

- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis 

configuration of your order.
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).
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Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.

- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable 
for homologation after the body has been mounted.

- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis 

configuration of your order.
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).
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- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable 
for homologation after the body has been mounted.

- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis 
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- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).
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- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).
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Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.

- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable 
for homologation after the body has been mounted.

- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis 

configuration of your order.
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).
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- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable 
for homologation after the body has been mounted.

- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis 

configuration of your order.
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).
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We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither 
be copied nor passed on to any third person.  
 
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.

- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable 
for homologation after the body has been mounted.

- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis 
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In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).

Panel van
A3LH3/RWD 4x2/5000

907655 16.04.2018

D06 super-high roof painted in vehicle colour
D93 omission of partition
MP6 engine version Euro VI
S02 driver seat
S04 adjustable co-drivers seat
T16 sliding door, right
T19 sliding door, left
XZ0 model generation

N/A
15,4

14,3
N/A

1850
3500

Optional equipment: Important notes:

Front axle
Rear axle

195/75 R16C
Base tyres:

195/75 R16C

176
712

laden         unladen
2917

461
506

173
595

2812

405
432

6,552

5000

Cargo volume [m³]
Cargo area [m²]

Gross vehicle weight [kg]

Luggage volume [l]

Dimensions & weights:

Permissable rear axle load [kg]
Permissable front axle load [kg]

Luggage area [m²]

Turning clearance circle - curb to curb [m]

Minimal ground clearance [mm]
Rear lift in height [mm]

Vehicle height [mm]

Driver‘s door step height [mm]
Side cargo step height [mm]

RWD, 4.49 and 5T, High roof

RWD, 4.49 and 5T, Super high roof

Note: Drawings are general arrangement drawings only and should not relay upon. Contact your local dealer if you require more specific information.
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Technical Drawings  Panel Van - Extra Long Wheelbase

We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither 
be copied nor passed on to any third person.  
 
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.

- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable 
for homologation after the body has been mounted.

- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis 

configuration of your order.
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).

Panel van
A4LH2/RWD 4x2/3500

907637 23.08.2018

CW2 deletion, vehicle lowering
D03 high roof
D93 omission of partition
MP6 engine version Euro VI
S02 driver seat
S04 adjustable co-drivers seat
T16 sliding door, right
T19 sliding door, left
XZ0 model generation

N/A
15,5

14,4
N/A

1860
2250

Optional equipment: Important notes:

Front axle
Rear axle

235/65 R16C
Base tyres:

235/65 R16C

188
647

laden         unladen
2643

430
464

181
543

2542

379
399

7,606

3500

Cargo volume [m³]
Cargo area [m²]

Gross vehicle weight [kg]

Luggage volume [l]

Dimensions & weights:

Permissable rear axle load [kg]
Permissable front axle load [kg]

Luggage area [m²]

Turning clearance circle - curb to curb [m]

Minimal ground clearance [mm]
Rear lift in height [mm]

Vehicle height [mm]

Driver‘s door step height [mm]
Side cargo step height [mm]

We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither 
be copied nor passed on to any third person.  
 
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.

- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable 
for homologation after the body has been mounted.

- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis 

configuration of your order.
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).
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T16 sliding door, right
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Permissable front axle load [kg]
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Turning clearance circle - curb to curb [m]

Minimal ground clearance [mm]
Rear lift in height [mm]

Vehicle height [mm]

Driver‘s door step height [mm]
Side cargo step height [mm]

We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither 
be copied nor passed on to any third person.  
 
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.

- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable 
for homologation after the body has been mounted.

- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis 

configuration of your order.
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).
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Driver‘s door step height [mm]
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We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither 
be copied nor passed on to any third person.  
 
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.

- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable 
for homologation after the body has been mounted.

- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis 

configuration of your order.
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).
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We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither 
be copied nor passed on to any third person.  
 
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.

- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable 
for homologation after the body has been mounted.

- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis 

configuration of your order.
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).
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We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither 
be copied nor passed on to any third person.  
 
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.

- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable 
for homologation after the body has been mounted.

- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis 

configuration of your order.
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).
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We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither 
be copied nor passed on to any third person.  
 
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.

- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable 
for homologation after the body has been mounted.

- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis 

configuration of your order.
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).
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We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither 
be copied nor passed on to any third person.  
 
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.

- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable 
for homologation after the body has been mounted.

- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis 

configuration of your order.
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).
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Note: Drawings are general arrangement drawings only and should not relay upon. Contact your local dealer if you require more specific information.
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We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither 
be copied nor passed on to any third person.  
 
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.

- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable 
for homologation after the body has been mounted.

- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis 

configuration of your order.
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).

Panel van
A4LH2/RWD 4x2/4100

907647 23.08.2018

D03 high roof
D93 omission of partition
MP6 engine version Euro VI
S02 driver seat
S04 adjustable co-drivers seat
T16 sliding door, right
T19 sliding door, left
XZ0 model generation

N/A
15,5

14,4
N/A

1860
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Rear axle
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Luggage volume [l]

Dimensions & weights:

Permissable rear axle load [kg]
Permissable front axle load [kg]

Luggage area [m²]

Turning clearance circle - curb to curb [m]

Minimal ground clearance [mm]
Rear lift in height [mm]

Vehicle height [mm]

Driver‘s door step height [mm]
Side cargo step height [mm]

We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither 
be copied nor passed on to any third person.  
 
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.

- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable 
for homologation after the body has been mounted.

- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis 

configuration of your order.
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).
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We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither 
be copied nor passed on to any third person.  
 
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.

- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable 
for homologation after the body has been mounted.

- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis 

configuration of your order.
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).
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We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither 
be copied nor passed on to any third person.  
 
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.

- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable 
for homologation after the body has been mounted.

- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis 

configuration of your order.
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).
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We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither 
be copied nor passed on to any third person.  
 
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.

- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable 
for homologation after the body has been mounted.

- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis 

configuration of your order.
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).
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We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither 
be copied nor passed on to any third person.  
 
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.

- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable 
for homologation after the body has been mounted.

- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis 

configuration of your order.
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).
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We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither 
be copied nor passed on to any third person.  
 
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.

- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable 
for homologation after the body has been mounted.

- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis 

configuration of your order.
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).

Panel van
A4LH2/RWD 4x2/4100

907647 23.08.2018

D03 high roof
D93 omission of partition
MP6 engine version Euro VI
S02 driver seat
S04 adjustable co-drivers seat
T16 sliding door, right
T19 sliding door, left
XZ0 model generation

N/A
15,5

14,4
N/A

1860
2430

Optional equipment: Important notes:

Front axle
Rear axle

235/65 R16C
Base tyres:

235/65 R16C

162
667

laden         unladen
2662

439
476

160
564

2561

374
401

7,606

4100

Cargo volume [m³]
Cargo area [m²]

Gross vehicle weight [kg]

Luggage volume [l]

Dimensions & weights:

Permissable rear axle load [kg]
Permissable front axle load [kg]

Luggage area [m²]

Turning clearance circle - curb to curb [m]

Minimal ground clearance [mm]
Rear lift in height [mm]

Vehicle height [mm]

Driver‘s door step height [mm]
Side cargo step height [mm]

We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither 
be copied nor passed on to any third person.  
 
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.

- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable 
for homologation after the body has been mounted.

- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis 

configuration of your order.
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).

Panel van
A4LH3/RWD 4x2/4100

907647 23.08.2018

D06 super-high roof painted in vehicle colour
D93 omission of partition
MP6 engine version Euro VI
S02 driver seat
S04 adjustable co-drivers seat
T16 sliding door, right
T19 sliding door, left
XZ0 model generation

N/A
17

14,4
N/A

1860
2430

Optional equipment: Important notes:

Front axle
Rear axle

235/65 R16C
Base tyres:

235/65 R16C

162
666

laden         unladen
2873

439
476

160
564

2776

374
401

7,606

4100

Cargo volume [m³]
Cargo area [m²]

Gross vehicle weight [kg]

Luggage volume [l]

Dimensions & weights:

Permissable rear axle load [kg]
Permissable front axle load [kg]

Luggage area [m²]

Turning clearance circle - curb to curb [m]

Minimal ground clearance [mm]
Rear lift in height [mm]

Vehicle height [mm]

Driver‘s door step height [mm]
Side cargo step height [mm]

RWD, 4.1T, High roof

RWD, 4.1T, Super high roof

Note: Drawings are general arrangement drawings only and should not relay upon. Contact your local dealer if you require more specific information.
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We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither 
be copied nor passed on to any third person.  
 
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.

- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable 
for homologation after the body has been mounted.

- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis 

configuration of your order.
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).

Panel van
A4LH2/RWD 4x2/5000

907657 23.08.2018

D03 high roof
D93 omission of partition
MP6 engine version Euro VI
S02 driver seat
S04 adjustable co-drivers seat
T16 sliding door, right
T19 sliding door, left
XZ0 model generation

N/A
15,4

14,3
N/A

1850
3500

Optional equipment: Important notes:

Front axle
Rear axle

195/75 R16C
Base tyres:

195/75 R16C

176
709

laden         unladen
2703

464
505

173
598

2596

405
432

7,273

5000

Cargo volume [m³]
Cargo area [m²]

Gross vehicle weight [kg]

Luggage volume [l]

Dimensions & weights:

Permissable rear axle load [kg]
Permissable front axle load [kg]

Luggage area [m²]

Turning clearance circle - curb to curb [m]

Minimal ground clearance [mm]
Rear lift in height [mm]

Vehicle height [mm]

Driver‘s door step height [mm]
Side cargo step height [mm]

We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither 
be copied nor passed on to any third person.  
 
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.

- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable 
for homologation after the body has been mounted.

- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis 

configuration of your order.
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).

Panel van
A4LH3/RWD 4x2/5000

907657 23.08.2018

D06 super-high roof painted in vehicle colour
D93 omission of partition
MP6 engine version Euro VI
S02 driver seat
S04 adjustable co-drivers seat
T16 sliding door, right
T19 sliding door, left
XZ0 model generation

N/A
16,9

14,3
N/A

1850
3500

Optional equipment: Important notes:

Front axle
Rear axle

195/75 R16C
Base tyres:

195/75 R16C

176
708

laden         unladen
2912

464
505

173
598

2810

405
432

7,273

5000

Cargo volume [m³]
Cargo area [m²]

Gross vehicle weight [kg]

Luggage volume [l]

Dimensions & weights:

Permissable rear axle load [kg]
Permissable front axle load [kg]

Luggage area [m²]

Turning clearance circle - curb to curb [m]

Minimal ground clearance [mm]
Rear lift in height [mm]

Vehicle height [mm]

Driver‘s door step height [mm]
Side cargo step height [mm]

We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither 
be copied nor passed on to any third person.  
 
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.

- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable 
for homologation after the body has been mounted.

- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis 

configuration of your order.
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).

Panel van
A4LH2/RWD 4x2/5000

907657 23.08.2018

D03 high roof
D93 omission of partition
MP6 engine version Euro VI
S02 driver seat
S04 adjustable co-drivers seat
T16 sliding door, right
T19 sliding door, left
XZ0 model generation

N/A
15,4

14,3
N/A

1850
3500

Optional equipment: Important notes:

Front axle
Rear axle

195/75 R16C
Base tyres:

195/75 R16C

176
709

laden         unladen
2703

464
505

173
598

2596

405
432

7,273

5000

Cargo volume [m³]
Cargo area [m²]

Gross vehicle weight [kg]

Luggage volume [l]

Dimensions & weights:

Permissable rear axle load [kg]
Permissable front axle load [kg]

Luggage area [m²]

Turning clearance circle - curb to curb [m]

Minimal ground clearance [mm]
Rear lift in height [mm]

Vehicle height [mm]

Driver‘s door step height [mm]
Side cargo step height [mm]

We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither 
be copied nor passed on to any third person.  
 
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.

- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable 
for homologation after the body has been mounted.

- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis 

configuration of your order.
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).

Panel van
A4LH3/RWD 4x2/5000

907657 23.08.2018

D06 super-high roof painted in vehicle colour
D93 omission of partition
MP6 engine version Euro VI
S02 driver seat
S04 adjustable co-drivers seat
T16 sliding door, right
T19 sliding door, left
XZ0 model generation

N/A
16,9

14,3
N/A

1850
3500

Optional equipment: Important notes:

Front axle
Rear axle

195/75 R16C
Base tyres:

195/75 R16C

176
708

laden         unladen
2912

464
505

173
598

2810

405
432

7,273

5000

Cargo volume [m³]
Cargo area [m²]

Gross vehicle weight [kg]

Luggage volume [l]

Dimensions & weights:

Permissable rear axle load [kg]
Permissable front axle load [kg]

Luggage area [m²]

Turning clearance circle - curb to curb [m]

Minimal ground clearance [mm]
Rear lift in height [mm]

Vehicle height [mm]

Driver‘s door step height [mm]
Side cargo step height [mm]

We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither 
be copied nor passed on to any third person.  
 
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.

- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable 
for homologation after the body has been mounted.

- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis 

configuration of your order.
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).

Panel van
A4LH2/RWD 4x2/5000

907657 23.08.2018

D03 high roof
D93 omission of partition
MP6 engine version Euro VI
S02 driver seat
S04 adjustable co-drivers seat
T16 sliding door, right
T19 sliding door, left
XZ0 model generation

N/A
15,4

14,3
N/A

1850
3500

Optional equipment: Important notes:

Front axle
Rear axle

195/75 R16C
Base tyres:

195/75 R16C

176
709

laden         unladen
2703

464
505

173
598

2596

405
432

7,273

5000

Cargo volume [m³]
Cargo area [m²]

Gross vehicle weight [kg]

Luggage volume [l]

Dimensions & weights:

Permissable rear axle load [kg]
Permissable front axle load [kg]

Luggage area [m²]

Turning clearance circle - curb to curb [m]

Minimal ground clearance [mm]
Rear lift in height [mm]

Vehicle height [mm]

Driver‘s door step height [mm]
Side cargo step height [mm]

We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither 
be copied nor passed on to any third person.  
 
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.

- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable 
for homologation after the body has been mounted.

- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis 

configuration of your order.
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).

Panel van
A4LH3/RWD 4x2/5000

907657 23.08.2018

D06 super-high roof painted in vehicle colour
D93 omission of partition
MP6 engine version Euro VI
S02 driver seat
S04 adjustable co-drivers seat
T16 sliding door, right
T19 sliding door, left
XZ0 model generation

N/A
16,9

14,3
N/A

1850
3500

Optional equipment: Important notes:

Front axle
Rear axle

195/75 R16C
Base tyres:

195/75 R16C

176
708

laden         unladen
2912

464
505

173
598

2810

405
432

7,273

5000

Cargo volume [m³]
Cargo area [m²]

Gross vehicle weight [kg]

Luggage volume [l]

Dimensions & weights:

Permissable rear axle load [kg]
Permissable front axle load [kg]

Luggage area [m²]

Turning clearance circle - curb to curb [m]

Minimal ground clearance [mm]
Rear lift in height [mm]

Vehicle height [mm]

Driver‘s door step height [mm]
Side cargo step height [mm]

We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither 
be copied nor passed on to any third person.  
 
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.

- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable 
for homologation after the body has been mounted.

- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis 

configuration of your order.
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).

Panel van
A4LH2/RWD 4x2/5000

907657 23.08.2018

D03 high roof
D93 omission of partition
MP6 engine version Euro VI
S02 driver seat
S04 adjustable co-drivers seat
T16 sliding door, right
T19 sliding door, left
XZ0 model generation

N/A
15,4

14,3
N/A

1850
3500

Optional equipment: Important notes:

Front axle
Rear axle

195/75 R16C
Base tyres:

195/75 R16C

176
709

laden         unladen
2703

464
505

173
598

2596

405
432

7,273

5000

Cargo volume [m³]
Cargo area [m²]

Gross vehicle weight [kg]

Luggage volume [l]

Dimensions & weights:

Permissable rear axle load [kg]
Permissable front axle load [kg]

Luggage area [m²]

Turning clearance circle - curb to curb [m]

Minimal ground clearance [mm]
Rear lift in height [mm]

Vehicle height [mm]

Driver‘s door step height [mm]
Side cargo step height [mm]

We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither 
be copied nor passed on to any third person.  
 
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.

- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable 
for homologation after the body has been mounted.

- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis 

configuration of your order.
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).

Panel van
A4LH3/RWD 4x2/5000

907657 23.08.2018

D06 super-high roof painted in vehicle colour
D93 omission of partition
MP6 engine version Euro VI
S02 driver seat
S04 adjustable co-drivers seat
T16 sliding door, right
T19 sliding door, left
XZ0 model generation

N/A
16,9

14,3
N/A

1850
3500

Optional equipment: Important notes:

Front axle
Rear axle

195/75 R16C
Base tyres:

195/75 R16C

176
708

laden         unladen
2912

464
505

173
598

2810

405
432

7,273

5000

Cargo volume [m³]
Cargo area [m²]

Gross vehicle weight [kg]

Luggage volume [l]

Dimensions & weights:

Permissable rear axle load [kg]
Permissable front axle load [kg]

Luggage area [m²]

Turning clearance circle - curb to curb [m]

Minimal ground clearance [mm]
Rear lift in height [mm]

Vehicle height [mm]

Driver‘s door step height [mm]
Side cargo step height [mm]

RWD, 4.49, High roof

RWD, 4.49, Super high roof
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Note: Drawings are general arrangement drawings only and should not relay upon. Contact your local dealer if you require more specific information.
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Technical Drawings  Cab Chassis - Medium Wheelbase

FWD, 3.55T, without tray

FWD, 3.55T, with tray

We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither 
be copied nor passed on to any third person.  
 
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.

- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable 
for homologation after the body has been mounted.

- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis 

configuration of your order.
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).

Chassis
A2LH1/FWD 4x2/3500

910133 16.04.2018

MR6 low-emissions vehicle Euro 6c Gr. III
S02 driver seat
S23 two-seater passenger seat
XZ0 model generation

N/A
N/A

14,4
N/A

1750
2100

Optional equipment: Important notes:

Front axle
Rear axle

225/65 R16C
Base tyres:

225/65 R16C

143
N/A

laden         unladen
2292

396
N/A

143
N/A

2207

343
N/A

N/A

3500

Cargo volume [m³]
Cargo area [m²]

Gross vehicle weight [kg]

Luggage volume [l]

Dimensions & weights:

Permissable rear axle load [kg]
Permissable front axle load [kg]

Luggage area [m²]

Turning clearance circle - curb to curb [m]

Minimal ground clearance [mm]
Rear lift in height [mm]

Vehicle height [mm]

Driver‘s door step height [mm]
Side cargo step height [mm]

We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither 
be copied nor passed on to any third person.  
 
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.

- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable 
for homologation after the body has been mounted.

- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis 

configuration of your order.
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).

Single cab with loading platform
A2LH1/FWD 4x2/3500

910133 16.04.2018

MR6 low-emissions vehicle Euro 6c Gr. III
P02 steel loading platform with aluminium walls
S02 driver seat
S23 two-seater passenger seat
XZ0 model generation

N/A
N/A

14,4
N/A

1750
2100

Optional equipment: Important notes:

Front axle
Rear axle

225/65 R16C
Base tyres:

225/65 R16C

143
894

laden         unladen
2266

396
N/A

143
798

2207

343
N/A

7,139

3500

Cargo volume [m³]
Cargo area [m²]

Gross vehicle weight [kg]

Luggage volume [l]

Dimensions & weights:

Permissable rear axle load [kg]
Permissable front axle load [kg]

Luggage area [m²]

Turning clearance circle - curb to curb [m]

Minimal ground clearance [mm]
Rear lift in height [mm]

Vehicle height [mm]

Driver‘s door step height [mm]
Side cargo step height [mm]

We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither 
be copied nor passed on to any third person.  
 
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.

- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable 
for homologation after the body has been mounted.

- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis 

configuration of your order.
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).

Chassis
A2LH1/FWD 4x2/3500

910133 16.04.2018

MR6 low-emissions vehicle Euro 6c Gr. III
S02 driver seat
S23 two-seater passenger seat
XZ0 model generation

N/A
N/A

14,4
N/A

1750
2100

Optional equipment: Important notes:

Front axle
Rear axle

225/65 R16C
Base tyres:

225/65 R16C

143
N/A

laden         unladen
2292

396
N/A

143
N/A

2207

343
N/A

N/A

3500

Cargo volume [m³]
Cargo area [m²]

Gross vehicle weight [kg]

Luggage volume [l]

Dimensions & weights:

Permissable rear axle load [kg]
Permissable front axle load [kg]

Luggage area [m²]

Turning clearance circle - curb to curb [m]

Minimal ground clearance [mm]
Rear lift in height [mm]

Vehicle height [mm]

Driver‘s door step height [mm]
Side cargo step height [mm]

We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither 
be copied nor passed on to any third person.  
 
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.

- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable 
for homologation after the body has been mounted.

- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis 

configuration of your order.
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).

Single cab with loading platform
A2LH1/FWD 4x2/3500

910133 16.04.2018

MR6 low-emissions vehicle Euro 6c Gr. III
P02 steel loading platform with aluminium walls
S02 driver seat
S23 two-seater passenger seat
XZ0 model generation

N/A
N/A

14,4
N/A

1750
2100

Optional equipment: Important notes:

Front axle
Rear axle

225/65 R16C
Base tyres:

225/65 R16C

143
894

laden         unladen
2266

396
N/A

143
798

2207

343
N/A

7,139

3500

Cargo volume [m³]
Cargo area [m²]

Gross vehicle weight [kg]

Luggage volume [l]

Dimensions & weights:

Permissable rear axle load [kg]
Permissable front axle load [kg]

Luggage area [m²]

Turning clearance circle - curb to curb [m]

Minimal ground clearance [mm]
Rear lift in height [mm]

Vehicle height [mm]

Driver‘s door step height [mm]
Side cargo step height [mm]

We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither 
be copied nor passed on to any third person.  
 
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.

- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable 
for homologation after the body has been mounted.

- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis 

configuration of your order.
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).

Chassis
A2LH1/FWD 4x2/3500

910133 16.04.2018

MR6 low-emissions vehicle Euro 6c Gr. III
S02 driver seat
S23 two-seater passenger seat
XZ0 model generation

N/A
N/A

14,4
N/A

1750
2100

Optional equipment: Important notes:

Front axle
Rear axle

225/65 R16C
Base tyres:

225/65 R16C

143
N/A

laden         unladen
2292

396
N/A

143
N/A

2207

343
N/A

N/A

3500

Cargo volume [m³]
Cargo area [m²]

Gross vehicle weight [kg]

Luggage volume [l]

Dimensions & weights:

Permissable rear axle load [kg]
Permissable front axle load [kg]

Luggage area [m²]

Turning clearance circle - curb to curb [m]

Minimal ground clearance [mm]
Rear lift in height [mm]

Vehicle height [mm]

Driver‘s door step height [mm]
Side cargo step height [mm]

We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither 
be copied nor passed on to any third person.  
 
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.

- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable 
for homologation after the body has been mounted.

- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis 

configuration of your order.
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).

Single cab with loading platform
A2LH1/FWD 4x2/3500

910133 16.04.2018

MR6 low-emissions vehicle Euro 6c Gr. III
P02 steel loading platform with aluminium walls
S02 driver seat
S23 two-seater passenger seat
XZ0 model generation

N/A
N/A

14,4
N/A

1750
2100

Optional equipment: Important notes:

Front axle
Rear axle

225/65 R16C
Base tyres:

225/65 R16C

143
894

laden         unladen
2266

396
N/A

143
798

2207

343
N/A

7,139

3500

Cargo volume [m³]
Cargo area [m²]

Gross vehicle weight [kg]

Luggage volume [l]

Dimensions & weights:

Permissable rear axle load [kg]
Permissable front axle load [kg]

Luggage area [m²]

Turning clearance circle - curb to curb [m]

Minimal ground clearance [mm]
Rear lift in height [mm]

Vehicle height [mm]

Driver‘s door step height [mm]
Side cargo step height [mm]

We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither 
be copied nor passed on to any third person.  
 
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.

- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable 
for homologation after the body has been mounted.

- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis 

configuration of your order.
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).

Chassis
A2LH1/FWD 4x2/3500

910133 16.04.2018

MR6 low-emissions vehicle Euro 6c Gr. III
S02 driver seat
S23 two-seater passenger seat
XZ0 model generation

N/A
N/A

14,4
N/A

1750
2100

Optional equipment: Important notes:

Front axle
Rear axle

225/65 R16C
Base tyres:

225/65 R16C

143
N/A

laden         unladen
2292

396
N/A

143
N/A

2207

343
N/A

N/A

3500

Cargo volume [m³]
Cargo area [m²]

Gross vehicle weight [kg]

Luggage volume [l]

Dimensions & weights:

Permissable rear axle load [kg]
Permissable front axle load [kg]

Luggage area [m²]

Turning clearance circle - curb to curb [m]

Minimal ground clearance [mm]
Rear lift in height [mm]

Vehicle height [mm]

Driver‘s door step height [mm]
Side cargo step height [mm]

We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither 
be copied nor passed on to any third person.  
 
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.

- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable 
for homologation after the body has been mounted.

- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis 

configuration of your order.
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).

Single cab with loading platform
A2LH1/FWD 4x2/3500

910133 16.04.2018

MR6 low-emissions vehicle Euro 6c Gr. III
P02 steel loading platform with aluminium walls
S02 driver seat
S23 two-seater passenger seat
XZ0 model generation

N/A
N/A

14,4
N/A

1750
2100

Optional equipment: Important notes:

Front axle
Rear axle

225/65 R16C
Base tyres:

225/65 R16C

143
894

laden         unladen
2266

396
N/A

143
798

2207

343
N/A

7,139

3500

Cargo volume [m³]
Cargo area [m²]

Gross vehicle weight [kg]

Luggage volume [l]

Dimensions & weights:

Permissable rear axle load [kg]
Permissable front axle load [kg]

Luggage area [m²]

Turning clearance circle - curb to curb [m]

Minimal ground clearance [mm]
Rear lift in height [mm]

Vehicle height [mm]

Driver‘s door step height [mm]
Side cargo step height [mm]Note: Drawings are general arrangement drawings only and should not relay upon. Contact your local dealer if you require more specific information.
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We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither 
be copied nor passed on to any third person.  
 
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.

- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable 
for homologation after the body has been mounted.

- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis 

configuration of your order.
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).

Chassis
A2LH1/RWD 4x2/3500

907133 16.04.2018

CW2 deletion, vehicle lowering
MR6 low-emissions vehicle Euro 6c Gr. III
S02 driver seat
S23 two-seater passenger seat
XZ0 model generation

N/A
N/A

12,4
N/A

1650
2250

Optional equipment: Important notes:

Front axle
Rear axle

235/65 R16C
Base tyres:

235/65 R16C

188
N/A

laden         unladen
2318

442
N/A

200
N/A

2242

380
N/A

N/A

3500

Cargo volume [m³]
Cargo area [m²]

Gross vehicle weight [kg]

Luggage volume [l]

Dimensions & weights:

Permissable rear axle load [kg]
Permissable front axle load [kg]

Luggage area [m²]

Turning clearance circle - curb to curb [m]

Minimal ground clearance [mm]
Rear lift in height [mm]

Vehicle height [mm]

Driver‘s door step height [mm]
Side cargo step height [mm]

We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither 
be copied nor passed on to any third person.  
 
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.

- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable 
for homologation after the body has been mounted.

- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis 

configuration of your order.
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).

Single cab with loading platform
A2LH1/RWD 4x2/3500

907133 16.04.2018

CW2 deletion, vehicle lowering
MR6 low-emissions vehicle Euro 6c Gr. III
P02 steel loading platform with aluminium walls
S02 driver seat
S23 two-seater passenger seat
XZ0 model generation

N/A
N/A

12,4
N/A

1650
2250

Optional equipment: Important notes:

Front axle
Rear axle

235/65 R16C
Base tyres:

235/65 R16C

188
1000

laden         unladen
2320

441

200
834

2242

380

6,935

3500

Cargo volume [m³]
Cargo area [m²]

Gross vehicle weight [kg]

Luggage volume [l]

Dimensions & weights:

Permissable rear axle load [kg]
Permissable front axle load [kg]

Luggage area [m²]

Turning clearance circle - curb to curb [m]

Minimal ground clearance [mm]
Rear lift in height [mm]

Vehicle height [mm]

Driver‘s door step height [mm]
Side cargo step height [mm]

We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither 
be copied nor passed on to any third person.  
 
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.

- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable 
for homologation after the body has been mounted.

- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis 

configuration of your order.
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).

Single cab with loading platform
A2LH1/RWD 4x2/3500

907133 16.04.2018

CW2 deletion, vehicle lowering
MR6 low-emissions vehicle Euro 6c Gr. III
P02 steel loading platform with aluminium walls
S02 driver seat
S23 two-seater passenger seat
XZ0 model generation

N/A
N/A

12,4
N/A

1650
2250

Optional equipment: Important notes:

Front axle
Rear axle

235/65 R16C
Base tyres:

235/65 R16C

188
1000

laden         unladen
2320

441

200
834

2242

380

6,935

3500

Cargo volume [m³]
Cargo area [m²]

Gross vehicle weight [kg]

Luggage volume [l]

Dimensions & weights:

Permissable rear axle load [kg]
Permissable front axle load [kg]

Luggage area [m²]

Turning clearance circle - curb to curb [m]

Minimal ground clearance [mm]
Rear lift in height [mm]

Vehicle height [mm]

Driver‘s door step height [mm]
Side cargo step height [mm]

We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither 
be copied nor passed on to any third person.  
 
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.

- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable 
for homologation after the body has been mounted.

- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis 

configuration of your order.
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).

Single cab with loading platform
A2LH1/RWD 4x2/3500

907133 16.04.2018

CW2 deletion, vehicle lowering
MR6 low-emissions vehicle Euro 6c Gr. III
P02 steel loading platform with aluminium walls
S02 driver seat
S23 two-seater passenger seat
XZ0 model generation

N/A
N/A

12,4
N/A

1650
2250

Optional equipment: Important notes:

Front axle
Rear axle

235/65 R16C
Base tyres:

235/65 R16C

188
1000

laden         unladen
2320

441

200
834

2242

380

6,935

3500

Cargo volume [m³]
Cargo area [m²]

Gross vehicle weight [kg]

Luggage volume [l]

Dimensions & weights:

Permissable rear axle load [kg]
Permissable front axle load [kg]

Luggage area [m²]

Turning clearance circle - curb to curb [m]

Minimal ground clearance [mm]
Rear lift in height [mm]

Vehicle height [mm]

Driver‘s door step height [mm]
Side cargo step height [mm]

We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither 
be copied nor passed on to any third person.  
 
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.

- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable 
for homologation after the body has been mounted.

- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis 

configuration of your order.
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).

Single cab with loading platform
A2LH1/RWD 4x2/3500

907133 16.04.2018

CW2 deletion, vehicle lowering
MR6 low-emissions vehicle Euro 6c Gr. III
P02 steel loading platform with aluminium walls
S02 driver seat
S23 two-seater passenger seat
XZ0 model generation

N/A
N/A

12,4
N/A

1650
2250

Optional equipment: Important notes:

Front axle
Rear axle

235/65 R16C
Base tyres:

235/65 R16C

188
1000

laden         unladen
2320

441

200
834

2242

380

6,935

3500

Cargo volume [m³]
Cargo area [m²]

Gross vehicle weight [kg]

Luggage volume [l]

Dimensions & weights:

Permissable rear axle load [kg]
Permissable front axle load [kg]

Luggage area [m²]

Turning clearance circle - curb to curb [m]

Minimal ground clearance [mm]
Rear lift in height [mm]

Vehicle height [mm]

Driver‘s door step height [mm]
Side cargo step height [mm]

We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither 
be copied nor passed on to any third person.  
 
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.

- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable 
for homologation after the body has been mounted.

- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis 

configuration of your order.
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).

Single cab with loading platform
A2LH1/RWD 4x2/3500

907133 16.04.2018

CW2 deletion, vehicle lowering
MR6 low-emissions vehicle Euro 6c Gr. III
P02 steel loading platform with aluminium walls
S02 driver seat
S23 two-seater passenger seat
XZ0 model generation

N/A
N/A

12,4
N/A

1650
2250

Optional equipment: Important notes:

Front axle
Rear axle

235/65 R16C
Base tyres:

235/65 R16C

188
1000

laden         unladen
2320

441

200
834

2242

380

6,935

3500

Cargo volume [m³]
Cargo area [m²]

Gross vehicle weight [kg]

Luggage volume [l]

Dimensions & weights:

Permissable rear axle load [kg]
Permissable front axle load [kg]

Luggage area [m²]

Turning clearance circle - curb to curb [m]

Minimal ground clearance [mm]
Rear lift in height [mm]

Vehicle height [mm]

Driver‘s door step height [mm]
Side cargo step height [mm]

We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither 
be copied nor passed on to any third person.  
 
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.

- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable 
for homologation after the body has been mounted.

- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis 

configuration of your order.
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).

Single cab with loading platform
A2LH1/RWD 4x2/3500

907133 16.04.2018

CW2 deletion, vehicle lowering
MR6 low-emissions vehicle Euro 6c Gr. III
P02 steel loading platform with aluminium walls
S02 driver seat
S23 two-seater passenger seat
XZ0 model generation

N/A
N/A

12,4
N/A

1650
2250

Optional equipment: Important notes:

Front axle
Rear axle

235/65 R16C
Base tyres:

235/65 R16C

188
1000

laden         unladen
2320

441

200
834

2242

380

6,935

3500

Cargo volume [m³]
Cargo area [m²]

Gross vehicle weight [kg]

Luggage volume [l]

Dimensions & weights:

Permissable rear axle load [kg]
Permissable front axle load [kg]

Luggage area [m²]

Turning clearance circle - curb to curb [m]

Minimal ground clearance [mm]
Rear lift in height [mm]

Vehicle height [mm]

Driver‘s door step height [mm]
Side cargo step height [mm]

We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither 
be copied nor passed on to any third person.  
 
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.

- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable 
for homologation after the body has been mounted.

- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis 

configuration of your order.
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).

Single cab with loading platform
A2LH1/RWD 4x2/3500

907133 16.04.2018

CW2 deletion, vehicle lowering
MR6 low-emissions vehicle Euro 6c Gr. III
P02 steel loading platform with aluminium walls
S02 driver seat
S23 two-seater passenger seat
XZ0 model generation

N/A
N/A

12,4
N/A

1650
2250

Optional equipment: Important notes:

Front axle
Rear axle

235/65 R16C
Base tyres:

235/65 R16C

188
1000

laden         unladen
2320

441

200
834

2242

380

6,935

3500

Cargo volume [m³]
Cargo area [m²]

Gross vehicle weight [kg]

Luggage volume [l]

Dimensions & weights:

Permissable rear axle load [kg]
Permissable front axle load [kg]

Luggage area [m²]

Turning clearance circle - curb to curb [m]

Minimal ground clearance [mm]
Rear lift in height [mm]

Vehicle height [mm]

Driver‘s door step height [mm]
Side cargo step height [mm]

RWD, 3.55T, without tray

RWD, 3.55T, with tray

Note: Drawings are general arrangement drawings only and should not relay upon. Contact your local dealer if you require more specific information.
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FWD, 4.1T, without tray

FWD, 4.1T, with tray

We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither 
be copied nor passed on to any third person.  
 
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.

- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable 
for homologation after the body has been mounted.

- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis 

configuration of your order.
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).

Chassis
A2LH1/FWD 4x2/4100

910143 16.04.2018

MR6 low-emissions vehicle Euro 6c Gr. III
S02 driver seat
S23 two-seater passenger seat
XZ0 model generation

N/A
N/A

14,9
N/A

2000
2430

Optional equipment: Important notes:

Front axle
Rear axle

225/75 R16C
Base tyres:

225/75 R16C

172
N/A

laden         unladen
2332

439
N/A

171
N/A

2235

371
N/A

N/A

4100

Cargo volume [m³]
Cargo area [m²]

Gross vehicle weight [kg]

Luggage volume [l]

Dimensions & weights:

Permissable rear axle load [kg]
Permissable front axle load [kg]

Luggage area [m²]

Turning clearance circle - curb to curb [m]

Minimal ground clearance [mm]
Rear lift in height [mm]

Vehicle height [mm]

Driver‘s door step height [mm]
Side cargo step height [mm]

We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither 
be copied nor passed on to any third person.  
 
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.

- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable 
for homologation after the body has been mounted.

- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis 

configuration of your order.
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).

Single cab with loading platform
A2LH1/FWD 4x2/4100

910143 16.04.2018

MR6 low-emissions vehicle Euro 6c Gr. III
P02 steel loading platform with aluminium walls
S02 driver seat
S23 two-seater passenger seat
XZ0 model generation

N/A
N/A

14,9
N/A

2000
2430

Optional equipment: Important notes:

Front axle
Rear axle

225/75 R16C
Base tyres:

225/75 R16C

175
912

laden         unladen
2305

439
N/A

171
828

2235

371
N/A

7,139

4100

Cargo volume [m³]
Cargo area [m²]

Gross vehicle weight [kg]

Luggage volume [l]

Dimensions & weights:

Permissable rear axle load [kg]
Permissable front axle load [kg]

Luggage area [m²]

Turning clearance circle - curb to curb [m]

Minimal ground clearance [mm]
Rear lift in height [mm]

Vehicle height [mm]

Driver‘s door step height [mm]
Side cargo step height [mm]

We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither 
be copied nor passed on to any third person.  
 
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.

- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable 
for homologation after the body has been mounted.

- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis 

configuration of your order.
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).

Chassis
A2LH1/FWD 4x2/4100

910143 16.04.2018

MR6 low-emissions vehicle Euro 6c Gr. III
S02 driver seat
S23 two-seater passenger seat
XZ0 model generation

N/A
N/A

14,9
N/A

2000
2430

Optional equipment: Important notes:

Front axle
Rear axle

225/75 R16C
Base tyres:

225/75 R16C

172
N/A

laden         unladen
2332

439
N/A

171
N/A

2235

371
N/A

N/A

4100

Cargo volume [m³]
Cargo area [m²]

Gross vehicle weight [kg]

Luggage volume [l]

Dimensions & weights:

Permissable rear axle load [kg]
Permissable front axle load [kg]

Luggage area [m²]

Turning clearance circle - curb to curb [m]

Minimal ground clearance [mm]
Rear lift in height [mm]

Vehicle height [mm]

Driver‘s door step height [mm]
Side cargo step height [mm]

We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither 
be copied nor passed on to any third person.  
 
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.

- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable 
for homologation after the body has been mounted.

- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis 

configuration of your order.
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).

Single cab with loading platform
A2LH1/FWD 4x2/4100

910143 16.04.2018

MR6 low-emissions vehicle Euro 6c Gr. III
P02 steel loading platform with aluminium walls
S02 driver seat
S23 two-seater passenger seat
XZ0 model generation

N/A
N/A

14,9
N/A

2000
2430

Optional equipment: Important notes:
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Rear axle

225/75 R16C
Base tyres:

225/75 R16C
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4100
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Permissable front axle load [kg]

Luggage area [m²]

Turning clearance circle - curb to curb [m]

Minimal ground clearance [mm]
Rear lift in height [mm]

Vehicle height [mm]

Driver‘s door step height [mm]
Side cargo step height [mm]
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be copied nor passed on to any third person.  
 
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.

- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable 
for homologation after the body has been mounted.

- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis 

configuration of your order.
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).
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A2LH1/FWD 4x2/4100

910143 16.04.2018

MR6 low-emissions vehicle Euro 6c Gr. III
S02 driver seat
S23 two-seater passenger seat
XZ0 model generation

N/A
N/A

14,9
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Turning clearance circle - curb to curb [m]
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Rear lift in height [mm]

Vehicle height [mm]

Driver‘s door step height [mm]
Side cargo step height [mm]

We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither 
be copied nor passed on to any third person.  
 
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.

- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable 
for homologation after the body has been mounted.

- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis 

configuration of your order.
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).

Single cab with loading platform
A2LH1/FWD 4x2/4100

910143 16.04.2018

MR6 low-emissions vehicle Euro 6c Gr. III
P02 steel loading platform with aluminium walls
S02 driver seat
S23 two-seater passenger seat
XZ0 model generation

N/A
N/A

14,9
N/A

2000
2430

Optional equipment: Important notes:

Front axle
Rear axle

225/75 R16C
Base tyres:

225/75 R16C

175
912
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171
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2235

371
N/A
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4100

Cargo volume [m³]
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Gross vehicle weight [kg]

Luggage volume [l]

Dimensions & weights:

Permissable rear axle load [kg]
Permissable front axle load [kg]

Luggage area [m²]

Turning clearance circle - curb to curb [m]

Minimal ground clearance [mm]
Rear lift in height [mm]

Vehicle height [mm]

Driver‘s door step height [mm]
Side cargo step height [mm]

We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither 
be copied nor passed on to any third person.  
 
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.

- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable 
for homologation after the body has been mounted.

- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis 

configuration of your order.
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).

Chassis
A2LH1/FWD 4x2/4100

910143 16.04.2018

MR6 low-emissions vehicle Euro 6c Gr. III
S02 driver seat
S23 two-seater passenger seat
XZ0 model generation

N/A
N/A

14,9
N/A

2000
2430

Optional equipment: Important notes:

Front axle
Rear axle

225/75 R16C
Base tyres:

225/75 R16C
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Luggage volume [l]

Dimensions & weights:

Permissable rear axle load [kg]
Permissable front axle load [kg]

Luggage area [m²]

Turning clearance circle - curb to curb [m]

Minimal ground clearance [mm]
Rear lift in height [mm]

Vehicle height [mm]

Driver‘s door step height [mm]
Side cargo step height [mm]

We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither 
be copied nor passed on to any third person.  
 
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.

- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable 
for homologation after the body has been mounted.

- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis 

configuration of your order.
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).

Single cab with loading platform
A2LH1/FWD 4x2/4100

910143 16.04.2018

MR6 low-emissions vehicle Euro 6c Gr. III
P02 steel loading platform with aluminium walls
S02 driver seat
S23 two-seater passenger seat
XZ0 model generation

N/A
N/A

14,9
N/A

2000
2430

Optional equipment: Important notes:

Front axle
Rear axle

225/75 R16C
Base tyres:

225/75 R16C

175
912

laden         unladen
2305

439
N/A

171
828

2235

371
N/A

7,139

4100

Cargo volume [m³]
Cargo area [m²]

Gross vehicle weight [kg]

Luggage volume [l]

Dimensions & weights:

Permissable rear axle load [kg]
Permissable front axle load [kg]

Luggage area [m²]

Turning clearance circle - curb to curb [m]

Minimal ground clearance [mm]
Rear lift in height [mm]

Vehicle height [mm]

Driver‘s door step height [mm]
Side cargo step height [mm]Note: Drawings are general arrangement drawings only and should not relay upon. Contact your local dealer if you require more specific information.
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We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither 
be copied nor passed on to any third person.  
 
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.

- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable 
for homologation after the body has been mounted.

- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis 

configuration of your order.
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).

Chassis
A2LH1/RWD 4x2/4100

907143 16.04.2018

MR6 low-emissions vehicle Euro 6c Gr. III
S02 driver seat
S23 two-seater passenger seat
XZ0 model generation

N/A
N/A

12,4
N/A

1860
2430

Optional equipment: Important notes:

Front axle
Rear axle

235/65 R16C
Base tyres:

235/65 R16C

163
N/A

laden         unladen
2329

450
N/A

160
N/A

2242

375
N/A

N/A

4100

Cargo volume [m³]
Cargo area [m²]

Gross vehicle weight [kg]

Luggage volume [l]

Dimensions & weights:

Permissable rear axle load [kg]
Permissable front axle load [kg]

Luggage area [m²]

Turning clearance circle - curb to curb [m]

Minimal ground clearance [mm]
Rear lift in height [mm]

Vehicle height [mm]

Driver‘s door step height [mm]
Side cargo step height [mm]

We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither 
be copied nor passed on to any third person.  
 
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.

- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable 
for homologation after the body has been mounted.

- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis 

configuration of your order.
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).

Single cab with loading platform
A2LH1/RWD 4x2/4100

907143 16.04.2018

MR6 low-emissions vehicle Euro 6c Gr. III
P02 steel loading platform with aluminium walls
S02 driver seat
S23 two-seater passenger seat
XZ0 model generation

N/A
N/A

12,4
N/A

1860
2430

Optional equipment: Important notes:

Front axle
Rear axle

235/65 R16C
Base tyres:

235/65 R16C

163
1010

laden         unladen
2329

450
N/A

160
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N/A

6,935

4100

Cargo volume [m³]
Cargo area [m²]

Gross vehicle weight [kg]

Luggage volume [l]

Dimensions & weights:

Permissable rear axle load [kg]
Permissable front axle load [kg]

Luggage area [m²]

Turning clearance circle - curb to curb [m]

Minimal ground clearance [mm]
Rear lift in height [mm]

Vehicle height [mm]

Driver‘s door step height [mm]
Side cargo step height [mm]

We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither 
be copied nor passed on to any third person.  
 
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.

- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable 
for homologation after the body has been mounted.

- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis 

configuration of your order.
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).
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A2LH1/RWD 4x2/4100

907143 16.04.2018

MR6 low-emissions vehicle Euro 6c Gr. III
S02 driver seat
S23 two-seater passenger seat
XZ0 model generation

N/A
N/A

12,4
N/A

1860
2430

Optional equipment: Important notes:

Front axle
Rear axle

235/65 R16C
Base tyres:

235/65 R16C
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N/A
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Dimensions & weights:

Permissable rear axle load [kg]
Permissable front axle load [kg]

Luggage area [m²]

Turning clearance circle - curb to curb [m]

Minimal ground clearance [mm]
Rear lift in height [mm]

Vehicle height [mm]

Driver‘s door step height [mm]
Side cargo step height [mm]

We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither 
be copied nor passed on to any third person.  
 
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.

- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable 
for homologation after the body has been mounted.

- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis 

configuration of your order.
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).

Single cab with loading platform
A2LH1/RWD 4x2/4100

907143 16.04.2018

MR6 low-emissions vehicle Euro 6c Gr. III
P02 steel loading platform with aluminium walls
S02 driver seat
S23 two-seater passenger seat
XZ0 model generation

N/A
N/A

12,4
N/A

1860
2430

Optional equipment: Important notes:

Front axle
Rear axle

235/65 R16C
Base tyres:

235/65 R16C
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1010
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450
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Dimensions & weights:

Permissable rear axle load [kg]
Permissable front axle load [kg]

Luggage area [m²]

Turning clearance circle - curb to curb [m]

Minimal ground clearance [mm]
Rear lift in height [mm]

Vehicle height [mm]

Driver‘s door step height [mm]
Side cargo step height [mm]

We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither 
be copied nor passed on to any third person.  
 
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.

- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable 
for homologation after the body has been mounted.

- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis 

configuration of your order.
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).

Chassis
A2LH1/RWD 4x2/4100

907143 16.04.2018

MR6 low-emissions vehicle Euro 6c Gr. III
S02 driver seat
S23 two-seater passenger seat
XZ0 model generation

N/A
N/A

12,4
N/A

1860
2430

Optional equipment: Important notes:
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Rear axle

235/65 R16C
Base tyres:

235/65 R16C
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N/A
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Turning clearance circle - curb to curb [m]
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Rear lift in height [mm]

Vehicle height [mm]

Driver‘s door step height [mm]
Side cargo step height [mm]

We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither 
be copied nor passed on to any third person.  
 
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.

- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable 
for homologation after the body has been mounted.

- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis 

configuration of your order.
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).

Single cab with loading platform
A2LH1/RWD 4x2/4100

907143 16.04.2018

MR6 low-emissions vehicle Euro 6c Gr. III
P02 steel loading platform with aluminium walls
S02 driver seat
S23 two-seater passenger seat
XZ0 model generation

N/A
N/A

12,4
N/A

1860
2430

Optional equipment: Important notes:

Front axle
Rear axle

235/65 R16C
Base tyres:

235/65 R16C
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1010
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450
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Permissable front axle load [kg]

Luggage area [m²]

Turning clearance circle - curb to curb [m]

Minimal ground clearance [mm]
Rear lift in height [mm]

Vehicle height [mm]

Driver‘s door step height [mm]
Side cargo step height [mm]

We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither 
be copied nor passed on to any third person.  
 
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.

- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable 
for homologation after the body has been mounted.

- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis 

configuration of your order.
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).
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A2LH1/RWD 4x2/4100

907143 16.04.2018

MR6 low-emissions vehicle Euro 6c Gr. III
S02 driver seat
S23 two-seater passenger seat
XZ0 model generation

N/A
N/A

12,4
N/A

1860
2430
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Base tyres:
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Dimensions & weights:

Permissable rear axle load [kg]
Permissable front axle load [kg]

Luggage area [m²]

Turning clearance circle - curb to curb [m]

Minimal ground clearance [mm]
Rear lift in height [mm]

Vehicle height [mm]

Driver‘s door step height [mm]
Side cargo step height [mm]

We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither 
be copied nor passed on to any third person.  
 
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.

- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable 
for homologation after the body has been mounted.

- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis 

configuration of your order.
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).

Single cab with loading platform
A2LH1/RWD 4x2/4100

907143 16.04.2018

MR6 low-emissions vehicle Euro 6c Gr. III
P02 steel loading platform with aluminium walls
S02 driver seat
S23 two-seater passenger seat
XZ0 model generation

N/A
N/A

12,4
N/A

1860
2430

Optional equipment: Important notes:

Front axle
Rear axle

235/65 R16C
Base tyres:

235/65 R16C

163
1010

laden         unladen
2329

450
N/A
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854

2242

375
N/A

6,935
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Cargo volume [m³]
Cargo area [m²]

Gross vehicle weight [kg]

Luggage volume [l]

Dimensions & weights:

Permissable rear axle load [kg]
Permissable front axle load [kg]

Luggage area [m²]

Turning clearance circle - curb to curb [m]

Minimal ground clearance [mm]
Rear lift in height [mm]

Vehicle height [mm]

Driver‘s door step height [mm]
Side cargo step height [mm]

RWD, 4.1T, without tray

RWD, 4.1T, with tray

Note: Drawings are general arrangement drawings only and should not relay upon. Contact your local dealer if you require more specific information.
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RWD, 4.49 and 5T, without tray

RWD, 4.49 and 5T, with tray

We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither 
be copied nor passed on to any third person.  
 
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.

- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable 
for homologation after the body has been mounted.

- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis 

configuration of your order.
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).

Chassis
A2LH1/RWD 4x2/5000

907153 16.04.2018

MP6 engine version Euro VI
S02 driver seat
S23 two-seater passenger seat
XZ0 model generation

N/A
N/A

12,3
N/A

1850
3500

Optional equipment: Important notes:

Front axle
Rear axle

195/75 R16C
Base tyres:

195/75 R16C

176
N/A

laden         unladen
2360

471
N/A

173
N/A

2273

406
N/A

N/A

5000

Cargo volume [m³]
Cargo area [m²]

Gross vehicle weight [kg]

Luggage volume [l]

Dimensions & weights:

Permissable rear axle load [kg]
Permissable front axle load [kg]

Luggage area [m²]

Turning clearance circle - curb to curb [m]

Minimal ground clearance [mm]
Rear lift in height [mm]

Vehicle height [mm]

Driver‘s door step height [mm]
Side cargo step height [mm]

We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither 
be copied nor passed on to any third person.  
 
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.

- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable 
for homologation after the body has been mounted.

- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis 

configuration of your order.
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).

Single cab with loading platform
A2LH1/RWD 4x2/5000

907153 16.04.2018

MP6 engine version Euro VI
P02 steel loading platform with aluminium walls
S02 driver seat
S23 two-seater passenger seat
XZ0 model generation

N/A
N/A

12,3
N/A

1850
3500

Optional equipment: Important notes:

Front axle
Rear axle

195/75 R16C
Base tyres:

195/75 R16C

176
1024

laden         unladen
2348

471
N/A

173
890

2273

406
N/A

7,703

5000

Cargo volume [m³]
Cargo area [m²]

Gross vehicle weight [kg]

Luggage volume [l]

Dimensions & weights:

Permissable rear axle load [kg]
Permissable front axle load [kg]

Luggage area [m²]

Turning clearance circle - curb to curb [m]

Minimal ground clearance [mm]
Rear lift in height [mm]

Vehicle height [mm]

Driver‘s door step height [mm]
Side cargo step height [mm]

We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither 
be copied nor passed on to any third person.  
 
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.

- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable 
for homologation after the body has been mounted.

- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis 

configuration of your order.
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).

Chassis
A2LH1/RWD 4x2/5000

907153 16.04.2018

MP6 engine version Euro VI
S02 driver seat
S23 two-seater passenger seat
XZ0 model generation

N/A
N/A

12,3
N/A

1850
3500

Optional equipment: Important notes:
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Rear axle

195/75 R16C
Base tyres:

195/75 R16C
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N/A

2273
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N/A

N/A

5000

Cargo volume [m³]
Cargo area [m²]

Gross vehicle weight [kg]

Luggage volume [l]

Dimensions & weights:

Permissable rear axle load [kg]
Permissable front axle load [kg]

Luggage area [m²]

Turning clearance circle - curb to curb [m]

Minimal ground clearance [mm]
Rear lift in height [mm]

Vehicle height [mm]

Driver‘s door step height [mm]
Side cargo step height [mm]

We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither 
be copied nor passed on to any third person.  
 
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.

- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable 
for homologation after the body has been mounted.

- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis 

configuration of your order.
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).

Single cab with loading platform
A2LH1/RWD 4x2/5000

907153 16.04.2018

MP6 engine version Euro VI
P02 steel loading platform with aluminium walls
S02 driver seat
S23 two-seater passenger seat
XZ0 model generation

N/A
N/A

12,3
N/A

1850
3500

Optional equipment: Important notes:

Front axle
Rear axle
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Base tyres:
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Dimensions & weights:

Permissable rear axle load [kg]
Permissable front axle load [kg]

Luggage area [m²]

Turning clearance circle - curb to curb [m]

Minimal ground clearance [mm]
Rear lift in height [mm]

Vehicle height [mm]

Driver‘s door step height [mm]
Side cargo step height [mm]

We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither 
be copied nor passed on to any third person.  
 
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.

- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable 
for homologation after the body has been mounted.

- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis 

configuration of your order.
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).
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A2LH1/RWD 4x2/5000
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MP6 engine version Euro VI
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N/A
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Rear lift in height [mm]

Vehicle height [mm]

Driver‘s door step height [mm]
Side cargo step height [mm]

We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither 
be copied nor passed on to any third person.  
 
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.

- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable 
for homologation after the body has been mounted.

- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis 

configuration of your order.
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).

Single cab with loading platform
A2LH1/RWD 4x2/5000
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P02 steel loading platform with aluminium walls
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S23 two-seater passenger seat
XZ0 model generation
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Driver‘s door step height [mm]
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We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither 
be copied nor passed on to any third person.  
 
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.

- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable 
for homologation after the body has been mounted.

- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis 

configuration of your order.
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).
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We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither 
be copied nor passed on to any third person.  
 
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.

- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable 
for homologation after the body has been mounted.

- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis 

configuration of your order.
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).

Single cab with loading platform
A2LH1/RWD 4x2/5000

907153 16.04.2018

MP6 engine version Euro VI
P02 steel loading platform with aluminium walls
S02 driver seat
S23 two-seater passenger seat
XZ0 model generation

N/A
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Optional equipment: Important notes:
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Side cargo step height [mm]Note: Drawings are general arrangement drawings only and should not relay upon. Contact your local dealer if you require more specific information.
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Technical Drawings  Cab Chassis - Long Wheelbase

RWD, 4.1T, without tray

RWD, 4.1T, with tray

We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither 
be copied nor passed on to any third person.  
 
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.

- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable 
for homologation after the body has been mounted.

- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis 

configuration of your order.
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).

Chassis
A3LH1/RWD 4x2/4100

907145 16.04.2018

MR6 low-emissions vehicle Euro 6c Gr. III
S02 driver seat
S23 two-seater passenger seat
XZ0 model generation

N/A
N/A

14,4
N/A

1860
2430

Optional equipment: Important notes:
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Minimal ground clearance [mm]
Rear lift in height [mm]

Vehicle height [mm]

Driver‘s door step height [mm]
Side cargo step height [mm]

We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither 
be copied nor passed on to any third person.  
 
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.

- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable 
for homologation after the body has been mounted.

- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis 

configuration of your order.
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).

Single cab with loading platform
A3LH1/RWD 4x2/4100
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MR6 low-emissions vehicle Euro 6c Gr. III
P02 steel loading platform with aluminium walls
S02 driver seat
S23 two-seater passenger seat
XZ0 model generation
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Side cargo step height [mm]

We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither 
be copied nor passed on to any third person.  
 
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.

- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable 
for homologation after the body has been mounted.

- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis 

configuration of your order.
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).
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We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither 
be copied nor passed on to any third person.  
 
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.

- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable 
for homologation after the body has been mounted.

- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis 

configuration of your order.
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).

Single cab with loading platform
A3LH1/RWD 4x2/4100
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We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither 
be copied nor passed on to any third person.  
 
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.

- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable 
for homologation after the body has been mounted.

- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis 

configuration of your order.
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).
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be copied nor passed on to any third person.  
 
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.

- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable 
for homologation after the body has been mounted.

- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis 

configuration of your order.
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).
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S02 driver seat
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We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither 
be copied nor passed on to any third person.  
 
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.

- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable 
for homologation after the body has been mounted.

- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis 

configuration of your order.
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).
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We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither 
be copied nor passed on to any third person.  
 
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.

- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable 
for homologation after the body has been mounted.

- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis 

configuration of your order.
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).

Single cab with loading platform
A3LH1/RWD 4x2/4100
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Side cargo step height [mm]Note: Drawings are general arrangement drawings only and should not relay upon. Contact your local dealer if you require more specific information.
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We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither 
be copied nor passed on to any third person.  
 
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.

- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable 
for homologation after the body has been mounted.

- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis 

configuration of your order.
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).

Chassis
A3LH1/RWD 4x2/5000

907155 16.04.2018

MP6 engine version Euro VI
S02 driver seat
S23 two-seater passenger seat
XZ0 model generation

N/A
N/A

14,3
N/A
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Optional equipment: Important notes:
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Rear axle

195/75 R16C
Base tyres:
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Turning clearance circle - curb to curb [m]

Minimal ground clearance [mm]
Rear lift in height [mm]

Vehicle height [mm]

Driver‘s door step height [mm]
Side cargo step height [mm]

We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither 
be copied nor passed on to any third person.  
 
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.

- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable 
for homologation after the body has been mounted.

- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis 

configuration of your order.
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).

Single cab with loading platform
A3LH1/RWD 4x2/5000

907155 16.04.2018

MP6 engine version Euro VI
P02 steel loading platform with aluminium walls
S02 driver seat
S23 two-seater passenger seat
XZ0 model generation

N/A
N/A
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Optional equipment: Important notes:
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Minimal ground clearance [mm]
Rear lift in height [mm]

Vehicle height [mm]

Driver‘s door step height [mm]
Side cargo step height [mm]

We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither 
be copied nor passed on to any third person.  
 
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.

- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable 
for homologation after the body has been mounted.

- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis 

configuration of your order.
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).
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Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.

- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable 
for homologation after the body has been mounted.

- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis 

configuration of your order.
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).
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Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.

- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable 
for homologation after the body has been mounted.

- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis 
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- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).
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- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable 
for homologation after the body has been mounted.

- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis 

configuration of your order.
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).
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- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable 
for homologation after the body has been mounted.

- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis 

configuration of your order.
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).
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- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable 
for homologation after the body has been mounted.

- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis 

configuration of your order.
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).

Single cab with loading platform
A3LH1/RWD 4x2/5000
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MP6 engine version Euro VI
P02 steel loading platform with aluminium walls
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S23 two-seater passenger seat
XZ0 model generation
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Note: Drawings are general arrangement drawings only and should not relay upon. Contact your local dealer if you require more specific information.
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We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither 
be copied nor passed on to any third person.  
 
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.

- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable 
for homologation after the body has been mounted.

- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis 

configuration of your order.
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).
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- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable 
for homologation after the body has been mounted.

- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis 

configuration of your order.
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).

Double cab with loading platform
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- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable 
for homologation after the body has been mounted.

- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis 

configuration of your order.
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).
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Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.

- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable 
for homologation after the body has been mounted.

- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis 

configuration of your order.
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).

Double cab with loading platform
A2LH1/RWD 4x2/3500

907233 16.07.2018

CW2 deletion, vehicle lowering
MP6 engine version Euro VI
P02 steel loading platform with aluminium walls
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S04 adjustable co-drivers seat
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- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable 
for homologation after the body has been mounted.

- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis 

configuration of your order.
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).
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- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable 
for homologation after the body has been mounted.

- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis 

configuration of your order.
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).

Double cab with loading platform
A2LH1/RWD 4x2/3500

907233 16.07.2018

CW2 deletion, vehicle lowering
MP6 engine version Euro VI
P02 steel loading platform with aluminium walls
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S04 adjustable co-drivers seat
XZ0 model generation
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- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable 
for homologation after the body has been mounted.

- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis 

configuration of your order.
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).
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Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.

- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable 
for homologation after the body has been mounted.

- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis 

configuration of your order.
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).

Double cab with loading platform
A2LH1/RWD 4x2/3500

907233 16.07.2018

CW2 deletion, vehicle lowering
MP6 engine version Euro VI
P02 steel loading platform with aluminium walls
S02 driver seat
S04 adjustable co-drivers seat
XZ0 model generation
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Optional equipment: Important notes:
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RWD, 3.55T, without tray

RWD, 3.55T, wit tray
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RWD, 4.1T, without tray

RWD, 4.1T, with tray

We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither 
be copied nor passed on to any third person.  
 
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.

- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable 
for homologation after the body has been mounted.

- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis 

configuration of your order.
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).
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A2LH1/RWD 4x2/4100

907243 16.07.2018

MP6 engine version Euro VI
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XZ0 model generation
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Driver‘s door step height [mm]
Side cargo step height [mm]
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Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.

- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable 
for homologation after the body has been mounted.

- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis 

configuration of your order.
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).

Double cab with loading platform
A2LH1/RWD 4x2/4100

907243 16.07.2018

MP6 engine version Euro VI
P02 steel loading platform with aluminium walls
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S04 adjustable co-drivers seat
XZ0 model generation
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Rear lift in height [mm]

Vehicle height [mm]

Driver‘s door step height [mm]
Side cargo step height [mm]
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Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.

- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable 
for homologation after the body has been mounted.

- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis 

configuration of your order.
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).
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Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.

- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable 
for homologation after the body has been mounted.

- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis 

configuration of your order.
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 
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from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
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- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
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Technical Drawings  Dual Cab Chassis - Medium Wheelbase

We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither 
be copied nor passed on to any third person.  
 
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.

- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable 
for homologation after the body has been mounted.

- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis 

configuration of your order.
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).
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for homologation after the body has been mounted.
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- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis 

configuration of your order.
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).
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for homologation after the body has been mounted.
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- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).
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- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.
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- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.
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- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
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- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis 

configuration of your order.
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
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Note: Drawings are general arrangement drawings only and should not relay upon. Contact your local dealer if you require more specific information.
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Technical Drawings  Dual Cab Chassis - Long Wheelbase

We reserve all rights for this drawing. The drawing may neither 
be copied nor passed on to any third person.  
 
Dimensions are subject to a tolerance of up to +/- 3%.

- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable 
for homologation after the body has been mounted.

- The drawing is simplified to some extent and is not legally binding.
- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis 

configuration of your order.
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).
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- It is the responsibility of the bodybuilder to ensure that the vehicle is suitable 
for homologation after the body has been mounted.
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- Please check whether the drawing specification complies with the chassis 

configuration of your order.
- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).
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- Optional equipment codes not listed here, KW-codes and changes resulting 

from feasibility checks are not included in the drawing.
- Our instructions for the manufacture of superstructures must be observed, 

when planning to fit bodies of other than Mercedes-Benz manufacture.

All dimensions refer to the standard version and the base tyres.
In laden condition all axles are fully loaded (see table).
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